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No Touching, Warden Says 
by Fred Berger 
In a letter to Peder B:aughman , Maine discriminated against. He says, "I will not 
State Prison Warden Warren Magnusson be treated unfairly. I have a moral obliga-
says that he ''agrees to allow visits [between tion to fight this , not ju.st for myself but for 
Baughman and his Inver] if you both agree other people who are ' suffering from this 
not to engage in any physical contact. '' The policy .'' Baughman says that he has never 
letter, which was an attempt to clarify prison been a political activist. He describes . 
policy , further states that visiting rights will himself as a ' 'conservative businessman who 
be revoked if the policy is not adhered to. has worked hard to be respectable." "I 
It also states that prison officials are review- always thought I was as good as everybody 
ing their visitation policies to deal with the else,". he said. 
issue of openly gay visitors and in~tes. Baughman believes that prison officials 
In early December Baughman, who lives were very surprised when he stood up for 
in Augusta , was told that he would no longer his rights. " They thought I was just another 
be allowed to visit his lover, Daniel Nutting, gay person who they could treat as a second-
at Thomaston State Prison . Apparently class citizen and get away with it. They ex-
Baughman's kissing and hugging of his lover pected me to fold , but I hit back," he said. 
in the prison visitation room had over- He is looking into the possibility of filing 
stepped the bounds of acceptable prison a lawsuit although he has found attorneys 
behavior. Although rules given to visitors · reluctant to take the case because there are 
by prison officials do indicate that visitors no laws in Maine protecting gay people from 
and inmates may embrace and kiss at the discrimination. 
beginning and end of each visit, Magnussen The incident and the subsequent publici-
(as quoted in the Portland Press Herala) ty , which included a spot on the NBC Night-
says, "The intent of that ils for couples of ly News and coverage in USA Today and 
the opposite sex. The intent is not what is other papers nationally , has caused 
allowed for individuals who are overtly Baughman " a great deal of stress and 
hom.Q . ' ' Magnu~ dkl admit .that anguish as well as potential damage to my 
. such behavior could be acceptable for business." He owns two hairstyling salons 
heterosexual males, as a father and son. in Augusta and Waterville . He reports , 
Magnusson says that the visitation rules however, that he had had tremendous sup-
state that "physical displays which are of- port from his parents, friends, and from 
fensive to other visitors and staff will not clients although he has lost some business 
be tolerated." " The visitor room is family as a result of the publicity. He has been sur-
oriented and we do not feel homosexual-type prised how little support he has received 
contact would be appropriate, '' he says. Ac- from other gay people. ''They are afraid to 
cording to Magnusson this is the first time be seen with me because they're afraid it will 
that the question of visitation rights for open- tell people that they are gay,'' he says. 
ly gay partners has arisen . Peder Baughman's lover, Daniel Nutting, 
According to Peder Baughman, the with whom he has "a contractual agreement 
behavior in question was a "See-you-later- similar to the legal obligations of.marriage" 
Hon type hug" which he gave Daniel in the has been sentenced to a maximum of one 
visitor's room. It was the complaint of a year in prison. Peder , who maintains a 
prison guard, not another visitor, that wonderful sense of humor despite the situa-
resulted in the cancellation of his visitation don , says one of the most difficult things 
rights. He says that prison guards had been about losing visitation rights would be that 
antagonistic to him in the past and he had he could not bring Daniel gifts and food 
once overheard one call hiim ''a bleached which prisoners are allowed during the 
blond faggot." holidays. "I plan to bring Pepperidge Farm 
Baughman is determine:d to fight the cookies, and other goodies - you know, the 
prison's order because he feels he has been kinds of things homosexuals eat," he said. 
Grand Jury Refuses To Indict 
On December 11 a Grand Jury in 
Lewiston chose not to indict Robert Gravel 
in the shooting death of arnother Lewiston 
man. On November 3, 1985 Gravel shot and 
killed a man who was part of a group that 
had been harassing him for nearly a year . 
The Grand Jury apparently accepted 
Gravel ' s testimony that he had been harassed 
to the point where he feared for his life. 
Although Grand Jury proceedings are secret, 
it is assumed that the jury felt that Gravel 
acted in self-defense and was therefore 
j ustified in his actions . 
According to Gravel, a " gang" of 
neighborhood men in their 20's began call-
ing him antigay names on the street about 
a year ago. He ignored their taunts of " Fag-
got! " and "Queer!" but they persisted . 
Over a period of months the harassment 
came closer and became more frequent. 
Gravel says that they repeatedly accosted 
by Fred Berger 
- . 
him near his home, followed him when he 
went out and · chased him on several occa-
sions. On one occasion he was physically 
beaten. ~ 
Eventually Gravel was able to. obtain .a ri3 
court order against the "leader " of the = 
group which required him to cease harass- ] 
ment, but the harassment continued from i:i.. 
other members of the group as well as from 
the man against whom the order was issued. 
According to Gravel the taunts were often 
accompanied by threats such as , "No mat-
ter how long it takes , I'm going to kill you 
faggot.' ' 
Gravel says that he believed that the men 
were "out to kill me. " He says that in light 
of the ax murder of a gay Lewiston man this 
· year and the killing of Charlie Howard in 
1984, he took their threats seriously. 
continued on page 3 
State and public health officials join with members of the gay and lesbian com-
munity to announce a statewide publiic education project on AIDS. (Left to 
right:) Albert Nickerson, President, Maine Health Foundation; Dick Davies, 
gubernatori~I aide; Dr. Owen Pickus;: MLGPA President Dale McCormick; Dr. 
Bill Nersesian, Director, Bureau of Health. 
MLGPA State Collaborate I' 
on AID:S Forums 
by Elze 
A collaborative effort between state and public health officials and Maine 's gay and 
lesbian community to educate Maine citizens about AIDS was announced in a press con-
ference at the State Capitol Building on December 12. Eight " Open Forums on AIDS" 
will be held around the state during the next four months. 
The venture, "a rare program in the country" according to Maine Lesbian/Gay Political 
Alliance President Dale McCormick, is sponsored' by the MLGPA, the State of Maine 
Bureau of Health, the Maine Health Foundation and the Maine Public Health Associa-
tion, with MLGPA the coordinating organization. 
In a prepared statement, Portland physician Dr. Owen Pickus articulated the purpose 
of what he called ''an unprecedented public education project.' ' ''The people of Maine 
need clear information about AIDS so that they can respond intelligently and compas-
sionately to this disease," he stated. "At: this point fear of AIDS is becoming almost 
as dangerous as the disease itself. '' 
Each forum will include brief informational presentations by representatives from the 
medical , governmental and at-risk communities. According to the sponsors, the emphasis 
will be on answering the audience's questions . 
Commenting on the visible partnership between state officials and the gay/lesbian com-
munity , gubernatorial aide Dick Davies representing the Governor's Interdepartmental 
Task Force on AIDS said , "We all have a common interest in trying to provide good 
public information to all peopl.e who would seek to have it and to try to assure people 
that the fears seen in other states can be tempered with this information ." 
continued on page 3. 
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For Women pageB 
Letters 
Norm Brillant's commentary about 
alcohol consumption at the "Maine Cares" 
benefit needs to be seriously discussed by 
all members of the gay community. His final 
question as to whether or not the "exploita-
tion and abuse" of one social disease (i.e. 
alcoholism)"is ''justified in raising funds to 
obliterate another" social disease ·(i.e. 
AIDS) shouldn't ·go unattended . 
Consider: A page by page review of the 
same issue of OP reveals that there are ads 
which mention drinks, happy hour, cham-
pagne and wine; :there are ads for five dif-
ferent bars; of the ·six' ads for counselors, 
2 specifically state that they each deal with 
alcohol and drug abuse; and in the list of 
monthly meetings, 7 out of 30 are alcohol 
abuse related . · 
Consider: In the article on the Maine 
Health Foundation , Inc., press.conference, 
Albert Nicker~on is quoted as saying that 
one of the goals of_his organi1zation is "the 
eliinination"of substance abuse in the gay and 
lesbian comunities ''. In the y1ear-end report 
of this same organization, Doug Cruger 
· writes that $1000 has been raised from 
money collected by the Woodford's Cafe 
(whose ad in the same issue mentions that 
every Wednesday "1/2 of all the money col-
lected from drinks will be dlonated to the 
MHF to support :AIDS ·work"). 
Now, as a direct beneficiary of that same 
mQney raised by the Woodford 's Cafe, I 
hope my comments and observations don 't 
get interpreted as my biting the hand that 
feeds me. This question of alc:ohol sales for 
charitable income h~s been a concern right 
along of the pij.rtjcipating group~ and in7 
dividuals (both · furidfaiser:s and fund-
spenders) in the fight against AIDS. Brillant 
has simply moved the debate from the boar-
droom to the sidewalk. I believe he was right . 
to do s_o: So itd:s that I present these facts 
not to add fuel to a fiery ·debate, but to·help 
us all broaden our understanding of this very 
thorny ·issue · · · 
I also .recognize that I have: mostly com-
mented· here about ·alcohol. By no means do 
I intend to single out that one substance. It's 
just that alcohol is a legal sub~~nce and as 
such it, and the places where 1t 1s sold, can 
be advertised and otherwise openly men-
tioned, so its representation iin OP is very 
easy to understand.· I think the article I have 
written for this issue on-tbe relationship bet-
ween substance abuse arid Alf?S will 
demonstrate that alcohol is.not my pnJy con-
cern. du:r community has son.ie - serious . 
thinking .to do around Jhe whole i&sue of . 
substanc~ use and abuse in~ general. 
Brillant's questiqn.is ,but one of many that 
can and shoul4 be' asked.~How_· witLt!ley be 
answered? That I don't know. But I do know 
where the ans~~r: !ta~ t~ ~ome from: us . 
Gary L. Anderson 
Classifieds 
Woman, mid-30's, looking for same to 
share Vi house, sunny and spacious, in Deer-
ing section of Portland. $300./mo. Public 
relations professional by day ; 
skier/yoga/peace activist after hours. Non-
smoker please . Call days 892-6766, etc. 
793; nights/wknds 773-6165. 
GWM, 27: Happy, honest man who enjoys 
the outdoors, exercise and a flexible 
s~hedule seeks companionship. If you are 
a decent man who is social, have your situa-
. don together and are ready to give and be 
given to, I'd like to meet and slowly get to 
kpow you . Similar age and Portland loca-
tion a must. Serious responses to P.O. Box 
1754, Portland , ME 04104 . 
Exciting, new Concept MLM - Multi 
Level Marketing. Earn $400-$1200 a month 
part-time, plus start a credit line up to 
$100,000. (no matter what your credit line 
is) . Let OmniCard take you there, Call 
892-3135 between 5-9 pm. Now! 
FRIEND WANTED - Very ancient, per-
manently married , gay Mainiacal father, 72 
years old and 71 inches long, Wo~ld War 
2 army homo discharge , lookmg for 
Portland area friend (plus?), 19 thru 91 years 
old, with brains as well as body , thoughts 
in addition to torso, for conversation, 
Wholesome, honest, stable, sincere guy . 
Healthy, no drugs, good shape. Romantic, 
discriminating, interested in quality. 33, tall, 
handsome. Easy-going, many interests . 
Serious, special, spiritual, sensual. Looking 
to meet similar available man, possible 
future. Blue eyes, Box 10527, Portland, ME 
04104 . 
Women's Winter Lights - Energizing, 
Lifting , Connecting . Guided Im_agery 
Through Earth/Women 's Cycles. A Gift For 
Yourself, Your Love-Sisters, · Mother , 
Friends. Personalized. $5 . Each, Series of 
5, $20. Mary Cain , 583 Plain, St. , · 
Stoughton, MA 02072. 
HAIRY Men! National adlists for bears and 
smooth or hairy trappers! If you love fur , 
this is the list! Information? Send $2. to : 
MAN HAIR, 59 West 10th St., NYC , NY 
1001 l. 
Looking for other GM Portland jocks to . 
share athletic endeavors Weight training, 
x-country skiing, etc. Am especially in-
terested in sports I'm not familiar with , such 
as racquetball, windsurfing (in season) and 
others. Call Peter at 774-6028 and let 's talk 
about it. 
seasonal beachcombing, possible quarterly ·~-- The rate for · classifieds is $4 for 30 
cheapo trips haunting nonlocal museums , :words, 10¢ for each additional word. For 
tourist traps . . An amateur retiree, sedentary personals add $2 for handling. All ads 
II I fti · all must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper, library-bum, politica y e st, econorruc. y P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. "ft_e 
downward mobile, do-good compulsive ask that you not use sexually explicit 
volunteer. HTL V3 tested_ negative . Tak.ea . · language in your personals. Responses 
chance; you have only your loneliness and to personals will not be openeo. by (?ur 
· postage :Stamp to lose. Write advertiser tl9, Paper and will be forwarded to you twice 
c/o Our Paper, P.O .. Box .10744; Portland, . mf'nthly. . · ·· 
Me. 04i~ . . , . ·... . . , . . i..;:.;;;....;;..;.;.;.;;:;._ ________ _ 
Announcements . .,...,., .. 
The G~yi~_bian_ Alliance (formerly the The Maine War Tax Funds for Life 
Gay People's Alliance) of the University of (MWTFL), established by the statewi~e. net-
Southern Maine is seeking work~study work of conscientious objectors to ,n1htary 
students for the spring '86 semester. Jf.you taxes, is now accepting applica~ions for 
are able to work colle_ctively and in- grants from groups_whose purpose IS to meet 
dependently to helP. p~omo~e positiV!! ,valµes, .. , human needs and/or work for social change. 
education, and awareness about gay iu;1d lei;- .. Grants are small, in the range of $200 to 
bian rel;ted issu~s; please contact GLA" at $500, and are most appropriate for small . 
92 Bedford St., Portland 04104 or call groups with limit~ ~nding s?urces. Groups 
780-4085 for more information . We will can request apphcat1ons, with more com-
train. 
.. .. . - . - . ~ . ~ . . .. 
. plete guidelines, from the WTR Resource 
· · Center 11 Old Mill Rd., Orono, Me. 
Is anyone in~rested in reviving the Unitarian 044-73,'827-3017 . The deadline for applica-
U niversalists ' . " INTERWEAVE" group in tion's is February 1, 1986, with awards be-
Portland? If you are, please contact Peter ing .made in early March. (T~e Funds for 
Burgess at 774-6028. Life also welcome any deposits of refused 
There will be -an -,:,b~ganizational celebra-
tion '' and :meetin1( or' tli<? . 9~y /Lesbian 
Spiritual Community on Sunday ; ·January 
5th from 7 to 8 pm at '125 Vaughan St. (cor-
ner of Vaughan and Carroll) in Portland. All 
are welcome. 
military taxes, or outright donations, to sup-
port their work.) 
Are you gay or lesbian and tradition-
ally married? Do you have trouble under-
standing your spouse or vice versa, and 
want very much to work things out? 
~ Our Pai>er Annual· Meeting 
· . There's no need to feel alone in this situa-
- tfon any longer. Contact Dick at Papa 
Joe's in Augusta and if there's enough 
response he11 organiz~ regular support 
.meetings at the bar. He's hoping to'hold a 
meeting in October. So, remember, you 
must get in touch with Dick so he knows 
there are enough interested people to 
form the group. Don't be shy! 
Tuesday, January 21 7:00 p.m. 
at· Our Books, 4 Pine Street, Portland 
Refreshments 
All Welcome 
.. . , 
Help Needed 
Reporters/correspondents 
needed to · participate in the ex-
citing Our Paper collective. 
Writers from Bangor, Augusta, 
Lewiston-Auburn, Ogunquit and 
rural areas· wanted to repo~t on 
political, social news and events i~ 
your community. To help Our 
Paper broaden its community b~se 
and be a part of our important, 
dynamic collective, write Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, 
Me. 04104. 
--------...... -· 
PURPOSE 
OUR PAPER is published 
monthly by the OUR PAPER 
Collective, P.O. Box 1074;4, 
Portland, Maine 04104. The 
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve 
as a voice for lesbians and gay men 
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to 
be a source of information, support 
and affirmation, and a vehicle for 
celebration, by and for members of 
the lesbian and gay men's .. 
communities. We want the paper to 
reflect our diversity, as well. 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
We will consider for p blica,.t_i~p anJ 
material that broadens our understand 
ing of our lifestyles and of 1:ach _other. 
Views and opinions appeanng m thE 
paper are those of the authors only. · 
All material submitted must be signed 
and include an address and/ or phone 
number so we can contact the autho 
should 'we need to consider editorial 
revisions. However, within the pages oJ 
the newspaper, articles can appl:ru 
anonymously, upon request, and stnc1 
confidentiality will be observ~d. ~o 
revisions or rejections of matenal will 
occur without dialogue with the author. 
We welcome and encourage all ow 
readers to submit material fo1 
publication and s~1;1-re you_r com~ents, 
criticisms and positive feehngs with us. 
Remember, OUR PAPER i~ Yo~1 
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each 1s~ue H 
the 10th of the month. 
SUBSClUPTIONS 
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12 
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for 
three years. Make checks payable to 
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and 
correspondence should be sent to OUR 
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland, 
Maine 04104. 
Our Paper Collective 
Fred Berger 
Skip Brushaber 
Alice ·Dunn 
Diane Elze 
Julia Flanagan 
. 
Barb Puls 
Bruce Smith 
Tom Sumner 
P.S. Sutherland 
Barbara Wood 
Norm Brillant 
ANASTASIA'S BOOKS griaphiti 
SILKSCREENEO 
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' . I 
136 Commercial Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
·(207) 773-0046 
Deborah Ward, prop. 
Roberta S. Kuriloff 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
ORLAND, MAINE 
HCA 80, BOX 94A 
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476 
TELEPHONE: 
. . 581 -1788 
46g.2()63 547a Cor:igress Street Portland, Me. 04101 207-F4-7599. 
~ C o m.m. en t ary !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Dear Cr1:itbby 
Havie You Heard? 
by P.S. Sutherland · 
"Can you believe that John i:s still going that the test results were pos1t1ve, and that 
up to the theatre and screwing around with the doctor said you have AIDS." Still con-
people, even after he's been diagnosed with fused, you can barely understand what 
AIDS?" .. . "Did you hear that Michael has you're hearing. You haven't had any tests 
ARC?" "Yeah, you're the fourth person in three years. What test is he talking about? 
who 's told me!" . . . "I saw Tom coming out Then you realize why your friends have 
of Dr. Allen's office. I bet that spot on his been acting so unusual. 
neck is KS ." Yes, it is important for us to support each 
So you've found out that someone you other, and when someone is diagnosed with 
know has been diagnosed with ARC. So AIDS or ARC, or even gets the flu for that 
you've heard it from three other people. So matter, it is nice to know that there are car-
you see no problem in telling a couple of ing and concerned people in this world . But 
friends about it, since it's already "common when rumors mysteriously are taken for 
knowledge." Then you hear that: your friend fact , -and facts are passed on to others, 
has been fired from his job and lost his withouf regard to the desires and feelings of 
medical insurance because the word got to the identified person, then that "caring and 
his employer. concern" may become destructive and 
So you've noticed some strange spots on devastating . 
a friend's arm and realize that :he seems to It is extremely important for all of us that 
have lost weight since you last saw him. So we bond together as a community in facing 
you mention it to a friend who's also noticed this crisis. It is also very important that we 
the changes-, and between the t:wo of you, acknowledge the fear that lies within us, as 
you come to the conclusion that it must be that fear is real and will be expressed in 
AIDS. You continue checking with others some way, either positively or negatively. 
to get their opinions. Soon you get a call . But what kind of impact are we creating 
from your friend, stating thalt he's been ·an our people when we express these fears 
evicted from his apartment because rumor by passing along rumors and/or facts? We 
has it he is dying of KS. He's afraid to ex- need to be aware that the passing along of 
plain the eviction to his family, because he's this kind of information may destroy that life 
afraid they 'II find out that he' :s gay. that has been so carefully constructed. We 
You walk into a restaurant you've been need to be aware that we may facilitate 
patronizing for the past four years. Two tremendous personal loss, loss of home, loss 
"good" friends pass by quickly, only of employment, loss of friends, and loss of 
acknowledging that you 're ther1e. The same family. 
thing happens later that week with two dif- Let's be extra careful and more aware of 
ferent people. You know something seems the impact of our words. And let's search 
strange, so you give one of thc~m a call to to find more helpful ways of expressing our 
find out what's going on. He fumble,~ for anxieties and fears that support our e~tended 
words, but finally lets you know he's heard family. Let's reach out, .. .instead of pass-
the bad news. Confused, you a:sk him what ing by. 
he's talking about. And he says, "you know, 
Forums continued from page 1 
Bureau of Health Director Dr. Bill Nersesian referred to the forums as "one egg in 
our basket," citing the need to provide a variety of educational opportunities for profes-
sionals, the general public, anid the high-risk groups. 
The first forum was held in Bangor on December 17. Upcoming forums are scheduled 
as follows : 
PORTLAND Jan. 9 at 7pm at the Cummings Center, 134 Congress St. 
PRESQUE ISLE Jan. 22 at: 7:30pm at the Univ. of Maine at Presque Isle, · 
Wieden Auditorium 
· LEWISTON Feb. 4 at 7:30pm in .the Lewiston Jr. High Auditorium 
BETHEL Mid Feb. - date and location to be announced 
BRUNSWICK Mar. 6 at 7:30pm at th~ Coffin School Auditorium 
FARMINGTON Mar. 18 at 7:30pm at UMF , Lincoln Aud., LC-131 
KENNEBUNK Apr. 3 at 7:30pm at the High School Aud. 
Grand Jury 
On the night of November 3, four of the 
men entered Gravel's apartment building 
and attempted to break in both the front and 
rear doors of his apartment. Gravel called 
the police. The men fled downstairs. Soon 
afterward, with the police mot arriving, 
Gravel went downstairs to see if they were 
gone. As he opened the outside door one of 
the men, who he believes was acting as a 
lookout, called to the others . That man ran 
toward him . Gravel fired a sholt into the air, 
but the man continued toward him. Gravel 
fired at the man. 
Robert Gravel says that "I never thought 
I could hurt anybody , but I was afraid to 
die." He says of the shooting, "It was the 
la~t thing I wanted to do.' ' Si111ce the inci-
dent he says that he has receiived support 
from his neighbors and the peoJPle he works 
with. At the Grand Jury hearing the State 
was represented by Assistant Attorney 
General Tom Goodwin , the same man who 
continued from page 1 
prosecuted the Charlie Howard case. Gravel 
called Goodwin a "very caring, fair man 
whose only concern was with finding out the 
truth. ' ' 
Gravel says that he regularly wakes up 
terrified from nightmares. "I have the 
memory of the kicking [on the ap, rtment 
door] and the gunshots. I will never forget 
this , it will never be over for me ," he says . 
Yet Gravel urges gay people : "If you are 
picked on report it. See a lawyer if the police 
don 't help. We can' t let it keep happening." 
Robert Gravel , who works in a shoe fac-
tory , has been left with nearly $4,000. in 
legal expenses. He has had some assistarice 
from family and friends , but needs help to 
pay off the debt. Anyone wishing to help can 
send a contribution to the Robert Gravel 
Defense Fund in care of his attorney , Paul 
Cote Jr. at 54 Pine St., Lewiston, Maine 
04240. . 
Dear Crabby, Dear Crabby, 
I'm planning my vacation early this year. It is never evident from your column ex-
What do you suggest is the best gay hot ac;tly what sex you are . Bare it all, will you? 
spots? · 
Dear Anxious, 
Signed, 
Anxious 
Dear Nosy, 
Signed, 
Nosy 
Anywhere around the thighs. 
Crabby has never been sure of the ans~er 
to this question. I went to a local hospital 
for a sex change just to see what I got so 
that I would know what I had. The doctors 
Dear Crabby, 
Crabby were unsure which way to turn as was a 
young intern I cornered on the third floor. 
Crabby is an impulse buyer. I told them to 
give me one of each. Be prepared is my !OOt-
to, and now we am. 
I'm in love with this man who is closeted, 
married, and has two children. We have 
been seeing each other now for over a year. 
All of a sudden he refuses to even talk to 
Signed, 
Crabby 
me over the phone. What should I do? Dear Crabby, 
Signed, 
• Forlorn 
Dear Forlorn, 
My lover makes me do the laundry, the 
diishes, dust the house and hundreds of other 
chores as well. This has been going on for 
five years now. What do I do? 
Say it with flowers . Send a bouquet of 
Signed, 
Domestic 
roses to his home when you know he's riot Dear Domestic, 
there. 
Dear Crabby, 
Love, 
Crabby 
Enough is enough. It sounds like it's time 
for a change. Why don't you come live with 
me for a while? 
illcldDIDbbbbCXGboiCQtdDICJObbbtibCXitX 
My lover fosists on tormenting my dog. Quotable She chases the poor beast around the apart-
ment with a vacuum cleaner just for sport. 
What do I do? 
. Signed, 
Being Sucked In 
fdoa:::JDb®dQQQ, 
''I think if you just look at Jock, -
you've got to be excited." 
-Maine House Republican leaderTom 
Dear Sucked, Murphy commenting on the candidacy of 
Jfohn McKeman, as quoted in the Maine 
· Tell your lover to pick on someone her Sunday Telegram. 
own size and buy her a pet ·worm. 
Crabby 
~lbiXiacJCllCl®CllODldCllddlbObtxiGF 5 E E E 
.-l-+-4-+-+--!-+-1--1--J....l.-+-- Mu~ic & Dancing 
3~lNCt -~EET, ~ ME. 
172,-9538: 
Tues.-Wed. 1:00-1:15 free,. $2 for rest of evening 
Thursday-Pull Tab Night 1:00-11:15$2, $3 for rest of evening. 
Fri. & Sat.- $4 for all 
Sunday-$21 All Night 
Let's Make A IDeal Night 
End UfJ A relaxing atmosphere where you 
can sample hofcocoa, mochas, gourmet teas, gourmet 
coffee, and an ever-changing selection of homemade 
pastries. We also serve Pizza and Sandwiches. Join us! 
We are open each night 9:00-~l:OO AM, M-T & Sun 
9:00-4:00 AM, Fri & Sat 
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Con4doms-Safe, Effective, But Not For Every Man 
by R .. J. Bass 
Safes, rubbers, skins, bags, Trojans, 
prophylactics. 
In other words , condoms . 
Condoms have a very long , interesting 
history , but not for gay men. Generally 
speaking , the notion of condom use is very 
new to gays , beginning perhaps five years 
ago with the advent of safe sex, or what is 
now called healthy sex. Healthy sex refers 
to sexual activity and techniques that avoid 
the transmission of sexually transmitted 
diseases like syphilis, gonorrhea, hepatitis 
B, AIDS, and others. Condom use during 
anal intercourse is recommended as a 
healthy sex technique. 
Condoms suffer from a bad reputation, to 
some extent deserved. We have all heard the 
· cliche "Using rubbers is like showering with 
a raincoat on." (I wonder what it feels like 
· to shower with a raincoat on .. . ) In fact this 
very statement is quoted in the Adv~cate 
Guide to GayMen 's Health (R.D. Fenwick, 
to adapt to the use of a device that a man 
may be unsure about or unfamiliar with . 
Nonetheless , condoms are not a negative 
experience for all men : 
' '/ like condoms because they delay 
orgasm for me usually. '' 
''I like condoms. Condoms are very, very 
safe ... It's fan to see the semen caught in 
the bottom when you take it off '' (Hite 
Repon) 
The December issue of Our Paper carried 
an article about Glenn Swann , " Mr. Safe 
Sex," accompanied by a photo of a man 's 
crotch in a jock strap, with condoms tucked 
seductively into the waistband. Mr. Safe 
Sex 's message is clear; that healthy sex, in-
cluding condom use, can be a tum-on. 
A little background on condoms helps put 
their use and reputation in perspective. The 
Egyptians wore decorative sheaths over the 
penis as far back as 1350 B.C. In 1564, the 
· Italian anatomist Fallopius recommended the 
, Condoms suffer from a bad reputation, to some ex-
tent deserved. 
E .. P . Putton I>ublishi111g) ; and, upon occa-
s\on , I have heard it directly from men. 
When condoms are not used properly , or 
when either pa~ner is nervous or uncom-
fortable with the sexual situation, or if a man 
has allergic reactions to the lucricant, dyes, 
or materials.used to make condoms, or if he 
is using a condom he doesn 't like , the ex-
pt!rience can be physically uncomfortable , 
emotionally trying, and definitely not fun . 
Even with proper use ,. condoms are irritating 
to some men; the rubber may interfere with 
se,nsation ,. pull on pubic hairs, or feel , too 
tight: 
' '/ hate condoms and they cause me some 
pain for they are made for the average 
penis. What about us men who happen to 
have big ones?'' 
''Condoms are too tight at the base and 
they do desensitize your feelings. "(quota-
tion.s from the Hite Repon on Male Sex-
uality, Shere Hite, Ballantine , 1982) 
Most of the condom information in our 
community is negative. In a talk at the 
University of Southern Maine fo October , 
Howard Welsh of.New York City's Gay 
Men 's Health Crisis haid nothing good to say 
about condoms . He questioned their ability 
to· prevent transmission of the AIDS virus , 
and he mentioned that they break. The same 
viewpoint is expressed in the previously 
mentioned Advocate Guide. Sex guides like 
The Joy of Gay Sex (Silverstein and White, 
Fireside, 1978) and Afen Loving Men (Mitch 
Walker, Gay Sunshirn!\ 1983) do not even 
list condoms in their indexes. And healthy 
sex pamphlets promote the use of condoms, 
but do not acknowledge how difficult it is 
use of a linen sheath to avoid the spread of 
syphilis . Soon after, animal membranes 
were used as a material for penis coverings. 
(These types of condoms, called " lamb-
skins," are .still in use today .) In the 
mid-1700 's, Casanova was amor;ig the first 
to popularize the condom for its contracep-
tive use - and with Casanova 's-reputation , 
this was probably a good idea. It was around 
this time that these sheaths acquired the 
name .'_'condom,' from Dr. Condom, the 
physician. who- provided England's King 
Charles JI with the means ·for preventing 
bastard offspring_. The c_ondom .also had 
other colorfuLnickna~es : the English riding 
coat, the French letter , bladder policies. In 
the 1800's; the books on home remedies car-
ried instructions for making condoms out of 
the caecum (SEE-kum: intestinal lining) of 
sheep, hence the name lambskins. By the 
l 840's , the introductio.n of vulcanjzed rub-
ber allowed for mass pr.oduction of condoms 
(" rubbers") . Vulcanized rubber is a 
somewhat imperfect material , and the 
resulting product was often uncomfortable 
to the wearer. Rubbers were popularized in 
this country by World War I soldiers: by 
1919, the US Army was spending one 
million dollars annually to fight venereal 
disease through crude sex education and the 
use of condoms . Many women reported be-
ing introduced to condoms · by their hus-
bands, who had been in the service. After 
the war, latex made condoms thinner and 
cheaper , and their popularity grew . By the 
l930's, condoms were being sold in many 
different establishments : drug stores , gas 
stations, garages , restaurants , news stands, 
barber shops , and grocery stores . 
Today , condoms are the second most 
popular method of contraception afte:r the 
pi:t . For this reason , most of the detailed in-
formation about condoms comes to us 
through the heterosexual community : the 
New Our Bodies, Ourselves (Boston 
Women's Health Book Collective, Simon 
and Schuster , 1985) , A Book About Binh 
Control (Donna Chemiak, Montreal Health 
Press pamphlet), and Contraceptive 
Technology (a technical handbook for con-
traception professionals). ' 
The actual use of condoms for anal iinter-
course is uncomplicated, but it is strongly 
recommended that a man (and his partner) 
practices putting them on an~ getting used 
to them before he uses them during love-
making. It is also advised that several birands 
and types of condoms be experimented with: 
lubricated, non-lubricated, ribbed, 
reservoir-tipped, contour-fit, colored, 
American-made, Japanese-made. Japanese 
condoms, which are available here through 
the Circle Rubber Co., are a bit thinner than 
their American counterparts . 
The condom is rolled down over the erect 
penis (it.is ridiculous to try to put a condom 
on a non-erect penis) before penetratiom, not 
just before ejaculation. This is because the 
penis discharges a small amount of fluid, 
called pre-come, which may contain sperm, 
bacteria, or virus. When putting the condom 
on, unroll it down over the penis and leave 
a half-inch space at the tip. Some condoms 
have a little nipple, or reservoir-tip , but if 
not, make sure the space at the tip does not 
contain air. If this empty 'space is not pro-
vided , or if there is air in the tip, the rubber 
hold the top of the condom against the base 
of his penis to avoid leakage of semen . A 
rubber should never be .reused . 
And now , for a few words about 
lambskins : 
''The ... skins ... were so natural I often had 
to withdraw to check if it was still there. '' 
"The expensive kind of real skin you can 
hardly feel at all. '' (Hite Repon) 
Lambskins, which come by the brand 
names of Naturalamb or Fourex, are recom-
mended for any man , especially the man 
who complains of decreased sensitivity or 
tightness. Skins are looser fitting and less 
likely to rupture than rubbers , and because 
skins are made of animal membrane, they 
conduct body heat and feel more like human 
tissue, such as the rectum. In fact, lambskins 
are touted as the choice of condom con-
noisseurs. They are somewhat expensive, 
running about $1. 50 apiece in the drug store 
but are reusable. They can be washed out, 
dried carefully, and dusted lightly with cor-
nstarch. Before re-use, the skin should be 
tested for leaks by filling irwith water, and 
it should be well-lubricated before inter-
course. With proper care, a lambskin can 
be reused two to three times, thus overcom-
ing the higher cost. Unfortunately, there is 
skepticism about lambskins' ability to pre-
vent the transmission of viruses , so if you 
are using skins for safe sex, use spermicide 
and a lot of K-Y jelly, as well. 
Avoid putting condoms in your pocket or 
wallet , if you carry the wallet in your 
pocket. Latex condoms are particularly 
susceptible to heat, which deteriorates the 
material. When stored away from excessive 
heat, condoms have a shelf-life of about five 
years. 
. ~ .it is strongly recomn1ended that a man (and his 
partner) practices putting them on and getting used 
to them before he uses them during love-making. 
will burst upon ejaculation (coming). Con- Condoms are relatively inexpensive, 
doms will also break if there is inadequate especially compared to the cost of medical 
lubrication during intercourse . Saliva and care necessitated by a sexually transmitted 
water are probably not the best lubricants , disease . They are widely available in drug 
and the iubricant provided on some condoms stores , STD and family planning clinics, and 
is not enough, either. A water-soluble lubri- by mail. (Beware, though, of mail-order rip-
cant, such as K-Y jelly, is recommende:d for offs-,-- Gay Community News has been run-
this purpose. Lubricants that come in pumps ni9g an ad for "Man-to-Man" condoms , 
are more sanitary than lubricants that come .. ·specifically designed for the Gay Man." 
in tub containers or squeeze tubes . Vaseline At three for $4.50, these condoms ace much 
and other petroleum-based products should more expensive than most , and the ad of-
never be used with condoms because these fers no explanation for the so-called special 
preparations dissolve latex rubber. At any · design.) Condoms do not require a prescrip-
rate, the lubricant should be applied afkr the tion , a physical exam, or a fitting . They pre-
condom is on the penis . Following ejacula- sent no health hazards and are medically 
tion , the inserting partner should withdraw safe. Men who have premature ejaculation 
his penis before totally losing his erection. often find that rubbers prolong erection by 
This is done to prevent the condom from decreasing sensitivity . Also, the rim found 
.slipping off and becoming lost in the: rec- continued on page 5 
tum. Whe1,1 withdrawing, the man should 
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by Gary L. Anderson 
More and more, scientists are becoming 
more confident in their belief that AIDS 
doesn't just "happen" to anyo111e infected by 
HTL V-ill. Right along, they haive noted that 
only a small number of those who test 
positive for the presence of antibodies to 
HTL V-Ill actually come down with full-
. blown AIDS. We've all heard the estimates 
that one to two million Americans may be 
carriers of the AIDS virus, so why then on-
ly 15,000 cases of AIDS nationally? The 
Centers for Disease Con.trol have been say-
ing that only one in ten peopl1e exposed to 
the virus will develop AIDS, so how come 
the other nine don't? 
One answer to these many questions may 
have to do with the co-factor or multifac-
torial hypotheses now being bandied about 
by AIDS researchers. Co-factors are "fac-
tors or agents which are necessary for or 
which increase the probability of the 
development of disease in the presence of 
the basic etiological agent of that disease '' 
(as defined by the U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice). In layperson's language, this means 
that if a person has a virus, that virus may 
not cause the person to develop symptoms 
of the illness unless some othc!r factor co-
existing in that same person allows it to do 
so. The multifactorial hypothesis means that 
it could be a number of these co-factors 
working together in the presence of the 
AIDS virus that allows the virus to do its 
dirty work. Either way, researchers are in-
vestigating a host of factors a111d co-factors 
which might help explain why i111deed so few 
have AIDS when so many may have the 
virus. 
comes down with.AIDS: could some other 
factor also have to be present before HTL V-
III can cause AIDS in a person? Could drug · 
use be such a factor? Evidence seems to be 
mounting that this indeed could be the case, 
although no firm conclusions have yet been 
drawn. 
Drugs are known to have immunosup-
pressive effects; that is, they impair the nor-
mally functioning immune system so that it 
isn' t as effective at fighting off infections as 
it could be. Some researchers now suggest 
that a person, like a drug user, who has an 
already damaged or impaired immune 
system, and who becomes infected by 
HTL V-III, stands a better chance of 
developing AIDS than a person who is not 
so immune-system compromised. (Please 
note that this is not a cause-and-effect state-
ment , but an inferential one: it is inferred 
from research evidence that there is a greater 
likelihood for people who have an impaired 
immune system to get AIDS over someone 
who has a perfectly healthy and undamaged 
immune system.) 
The most controversial evidence for this 
argument comes from two researchers by 
the names of Terry Krieger and Cesar. 
Caceres. Krieger is a writer, and Caceres 
is . an internist who has had AIDS patients 
under his care . They did some research that 
indicated that as many as 70% (or more) of 
all AIDS cases have occurred in people who 
are drug abusers. 
Now, before I explain how they arrived 
at that figure, I need to make a distinction 
between substance use and substance abuse 
in relation to AIDS. I think it's safe to say 
Drugs are known to have immunosuppressive 
effects .•. 
~c•.....,--.c,,..,' 
The list of such factors and co-factors in-
cludes the person having past exposure to 
other infections and diseases (including 
hepatitis, herpes, etc.), cigarette smoking, 
ethnicity, psychosocial risk factors (in-
cluding self-esteem, depression, coping 
mechanisms, and stress), stimulation of a· 
dormant virus into activity as a result of 
various sexual practices, and the use of 
alcohol and other recreational drugs. To 
discuss all of these is not my intention at this 
time, instead I will limit this article to the 
· suspected co-factors that have generated a 
lot of interest in the print media of late : 
substance abuse. 
(NOTE: Anyone reading this article 
should pay special attention to the language 
being used . Much confusion already .exists 
in the community due to the fact that peo-
ple don't clearly understand the difference 
between such terms as antibody and antigen. 
The same problem could occur in regards 
to the issue of substance use and abuse. 
Also, the difference between a cause-and-
effect relationship and an inforential rela-
tionship has to be understood to afford the 
reader a clear perception of the content of 
this article. I urge you now to pay close at-
tention to what the words do say.) 
To best understand the role drugs (in this 
article meaning alcohol; ampheternines or 
uppers; barbiturates or downers; 
hallucinogens like LSD; cocaine; mara-
juana; heroin; and amyl and butyl nitrites 
or poppers) play in regards to AIDS, it's 
helpful to remember what AIDS stands for: 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. The 
opportunistic infections and cancers which 
develop in people who have AIDS occur 
primarily as a result of the underlying im-
munodeficiency that is a hallmark of peo-
ple with AIDS. HTLV-III is the suspected 
agent for causing that immun~ system 
breakdown which allows such infections and 
cancers an opportunity to develop. 
However, it's already been stated that not 
everyone who has an HTL V-III infection 
f 
that substance use is putting a person at risk 
for contracting an HTLV-III infection for 
two reasons: first, such drug use can impair 
the immune· system so that it may not be able 
to fight off an infection (like HTL V-III) and, 
secondly, such drug use can temporarily im-
pair a person's judgment so thats/he may 
participate in a high risk behavior that could 
expose him or her to such an infection as 
HTLV-III. . 
, Substance abuse, on the other hand, is 
known to damage the imnmne system. For 
that reason, a person is susceptible to infec-
tions like HTLV-III . Consider, too, that 
alcohol abuse is known to destroy brain cells 
alld once destroyed they cannot be replaced. 
It is now clear that HTL V-III favors cells 
in the central nervous system (of which the 
brain is a part) and is likewise capable of 
cellular destruction that is permanent. In 
conjunction, such damage to the central ner-
vous system has the potential to be a very 
serious condition. Also, the, high incidence 
of Kaposi's Sarcoma in people with AIDS 
is considered to be related to the use of pop-
pers. Too, the incidence of AIDS cases 
related to the use of needles (the IV drug 
users) is on the increase in some parts of the 
country. So, all in all, drug use and abuse · 
are important to consider in looking at 
AIDS. 
Krieger and Caceres defined drug abuse 
for their research article in the following 
way : anyone who used oral street drugs (all 
but heroin and alcohol listed above) at least 
once a week for several years is a drug 
abuser. Using this definition, they concluded 
that 54.% of all AIDS cases in the country 
have occurred in oral drug abusers. Adding 
. this figure to the known 17 % of all AIDS 
cases that are the result of IV drug use, they 
have come up with a figure that says that 
over 70% of all U.S. AIDS cases have oc-
curred in people who are drug abusers. (For 
more information on their findings see the 
Nov . 21st issue of Bay Windows and the 
Oct. 24th Wall Street_Joumal). 
If such figures are accurat~, what they 
have to say about the possible dangers of 
drug use. and _abuse cannot be underscored 
enough. Warning flags should be going up 
in our community to alert people to a possi-
ble health hazard. As a community we have 
been dealing for years now with the fact of · 
having to modify our sexual behavior . 
Perhaps it is time we learned to modify our 
behavior in relation to drug use as well. Safe 
sex · has come of age, now it may be 
necessary for safe drug consumption to 
come of age. AIDS is a preventable disease. 
Perhaps here is another way to prevent it. 
AIDS-Line 
Toll-free 
by Gary L. Anderson 
I on:~:::: ~~~::::.quet ef-
f. feet, prolonging intercourse for men who 
\ : have difficulty maintaining an erection. Par-
{ : ticularly beneficial is that condoms are easily 
( accessible to teenagers. 
} All this makes condom use sound pretty 
:):1 free and easy, but many men do not find this 
t to be the case, for a variety of reasons . For 
:):1 one thing, the use of condoms contradicts 
} our feelings about · spontaneity and 
} natura.lness of love-making. It also does not 
( fit the script of anonymous sex scenes, and 
}: it can interrupt foreplay. Culturally, we are 
:::: not trained to talk about sex or to com-
) municate with ·our partners. Many people 
( feel very uncomfortable touching their 
} genitals in front of others, even lovers. And 
{ the use of condoms can engender strong 
{ resentment in gay men, who have tradi-
( tionally been free of the hassles of 
} contraception. . 
{ Additionally, STD risk reduction and 
{ healthy sex arise out of morbid implications 
f\ that connect sexuality with the probability 
} of disease and death. For some gay men, this 
:):) very real, very scary connection can under-
{ mine their motivation and ability to use con-
The AIDS-Line has a second number ( doms. It's unrealistic to expect every .gay 
now. If you live beyond the Greater Portland { man to immediately embrace condom use. 
exchange, you can now call toll-free from f Some men will have no problem with it. 
anywhere in Maine by simply dialing t They will find it erotic, a fun part of love-
1-800-851-AIDS. { making (partners putting condoms on each 
The AIDS-Line has had a goal from the f other, for example), an activity that sym-
start of being a service provider to all of :::: bolizes commitment and a positive gesture 
Maine and not just to the Portland area. In-} towards health. Other men will need more 
deed, the public has reached out to us from ( time to adjust to condom use, overcoming 
all comers of the state, and it is now hoped} uncertain feelings and becoming used to new 
that this new number w~ll encourage anyone { activities over a period of time. And some 
from anywhere in this state to make use of:::: men will never get used to condoms and will 
the · AIDS-Line. { never like them. For these men, condom use 
Funding for the 1-800-851-AIDS number { is unacceptable, and so, they will have to 
comes from a mid-coast benefactor who will } alter their sex lives in other ways to avoid 
be aonounced to the public at a later date. :(:( catching STDs and infecting their partners 
This person actually called the AIDS-Line(:(: (much easier said than done), or they will 
to pledge financial support for the purchase { have to accept the risks and responsibilities -.-
of new equipment and installation of the f of not preventing the exchange of blood and 
phone line, and to underwrite the first year's:):) semen during anal intercourse. _ 
expenses for the 1-800 number. This con- :::: And not all of this burden should be 
tribution is perhaps the single . greatest { shouldered by the inserting partner. The 
private or public donation yet made by a f receptive partner may also have to adjust to 
Maine resident or group to assist in the fight:::: the feel of the condom, and he will need to 
against AIDS in Maine. { consider certain ideas, such as asking his 
{ partner to wear a condom . The receptive 
Other AIDS-Line News } partner may want to take the responsibility 
. . . { of buying condoms and providing en-
The_ ~IDS-Lm~ woul? hke to recogn~ze } couragement and support for their use. 
the spm~ of pubhc service and commumty f The most important thing to think about 
leadership taken by WCSH-TV, Channel :::: is that condom use should not be dismissed 
Six, in Portland,_in pro~ucing and airing a { without a try. Homosexual men have long 
ten-second pubhc. service a~nounceme~t f had higher rates of many STD's than non-
about the AIDS-Lme. I~ you ve s~en this } gays and lesbians. Condom use, especially 
spot, why not call or wnte the station and f in combination with a spermicide, is very 
thank them per_sonall_Y? . . } effective in the prevention of syphilis and 
The AIDS-Lme will s?on ?e trammg a { gonorrhea, and is somewhat effective in the 
new group of volu~teers m mid-January or } prevention of hepatitis B, anal venereal 
early F~bruary . With m~re volunteers, the { warts, herpes, and AIDS. Condoms are a 
AIDS-Lme could expand_ its hours to answer f tool (pardori me) in the self-care of gay men. 
more calls from the pubhc .. To date we have :):) In the next few years, gays will be writing 
handled over 175 calls. With your help, we} a very interesting chapter in the 3300-year . 
could talk to e~en ?Iore people: } hisJory of "The English Riding Coat." 
~he ArnS-Lme 1s _also looking f~r _an) (In Maine, STD and family planning 
assistant .to the Coordmator. T~s~s will .m- { clinics can provide condoms and instructions 
elude art!cle research, staff t~ammg, bemg ) on their use, or you can contact the Gay 
an on-hne operator, settmg up staff~:: Health Action Committee PO Box 10723 
meetings, doing statistics, etc. If you're in- { Portland 04104 , or th'e AIDS-LINE'. 
terested, writetoGHACatP.O. Box 10723, { 775-1267, and 1-800-851-AIDS ifyou want 
Portland, ME 04104. { information on healthy sex.) 
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Women's Community Project 
If dreams really do come true, and hard 
work does pay off, Portland may soon have 
· a central place to serve the women's 
community. 
A coalition of women from Portland and 
other southern Maine communities has 
recently formed the Women ''s Community 
Project, a group that is looking for a suitable 
space to offer a variety of resources and ser-
vices to women. Currently, the project has 
a mailing list of 70 individua[s or organiza-
tions, and a strong nucleus of women who 
have been working together since last 
summer. 
Joanne H. Clarey of Portland, one of the 
project's founders, says that obtaining a 
building is the group's primary goal, 
because it would be a solid base for other 
efforts. "It would be a symbol for other 
things we wanted to do," she: said in an in-
terview in mid-December. ' 
A central place for womcm could have 
multiple uses, Clarey said, •• ... from refer-
rals to more direct services, like child care 
and health care ... or just plain space to get 
together safely." 
Clarey noted that there are several 
women's organizations that have no perma-
nent meeting place, such as the feminist 
spirituality group, and the Rape Crisis 
organization. 
As the former director of Women's 
Studies at the University of Southern Maine, 
( 
oor~ MJ~·, 
96 COURT ST. 
Antique S Curio Shop 
TEL 782-0638 • AUEIURN, ME. 
Dpen: Mon.-Sat. 10-5 
Sundays 1'2-5 
featuring art glass, 
decorative lamps, art deco, 
art nouveau, vintage 
clothing, andjewelry 
by Nancy McCallum 
Clarey also envisions a women's building 
that would offer alternative educational 
services. 
Clarey suggested other possibilities, in-
cluding retail and office space, plus " .. . per-
formance space, studio space, printing 
shops, dark rooms, dance space, a library, 
a sound studio." 
"These are dreams, and they're long-term 
dreams, but I guess I don't feel these dreams 
can't happen," Clarey said. 
Clarey said she has been thinking about 
the project for years. (" As have thousands 
of other women," she added.) This summer 
she began talking about it with many 
women, including Ginny LaCrow, the direc-
tor of the Women's Forum at USM, who 
Clarey says has the same vision. 
Clarey has hosted four well-attended 
meetings at her apartment. She was sur-
prised by the immediate positive response, 
and says that initially she thought it would 
take four or five years to get a project 
underway. 
· "I have shortened that (timetable) now," 
she said. "I think already something has 
happened. We already have 70-plus women 
involved. I think we'll have something hap-
pening within a year. It may not be a 
building, but I think we'll have something 
concrete in a year." 
Ideally, Clarey would like to see a 
building donated to the group, funds donated 
to buy a building, or a women's collective 
purchase a place. 
Clarey said the group has not decided yet 
whether to seek non-profit status or to 
operate as a private enterprise. 
She noted that even if a building was 
available for the Women's Community Pro-
ject, it might take two or three years to make 
it suitable for operation. She believes the 
process of renovating it could be pan of the 
project, with skilled tradeswomen teaching 
other women, who would pay for the hands-
on-education. 
For now, Clarey and the group are hard 
at work, seeking to educate people about the 
need for a central place for women. Also, 
the group is attempting to outreach to as 
many groups and individuals as possible, for 
ideas, donations and financial contributions. 
"We need women from everywhere - all 
races, ages, religions, preferences and 
lifestyles - and would like to encourage 
them to voice themselves. This is an invita-
tion to all women to come together in the 
planning process," Cfarey said. 
-The fifth meeting of the Women's Com-
munity Project will be held Sunday, Jan. 5, 
from 11:30- 2:00 p.m. at the YWCA at 87 
Spring St. 
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 . 207/596-0040 
-
We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality. 
See our new section of gay fiction 
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30 
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Gay /Lesbian Alliance 
As you can see by the heading, we've changed our name to begin the new year. The 
formerly Gay People's Alliance is now renamed the Gay/Lesbiari Alliance. If you haven't 
sto~ped by the .o~fice , we main~in a _lending library of reading material covering such 
topics as organizing, gay American history, women's issues as well as fiction and a file 
of articles dealing with AIDS . Everyone is welcome to borrow these materials for up 
to four weeks . 
O~r. o_ffice is finishi~g its update of our mailing list, a resource we hope to use for 
pubh~1zing ev~nts ~nd issues. If you would like to be included in our mailings (our list 
is strictly conhdent1al), please fill our the address blank included in our ad in this issue 
of Our Paper. 
. In addition to thes~ ~ctivities, Charlie Dwyer and Laura Smith recently participated 
in part of teacher training workshops held in Bangor and Portland. The sessions were 
aimed at orienting teachers to the concerns of gay and lesbian teenagers as well as rais-
ing the teachers ' awareness of the presence of teenagers struggling with issues of sex-
uality . The G.L.A. office provides speakers for this and other topics . If you would like 
to have a speaker for an event, workshop or class. please call our office. 
. Anot~er resource available through the office. beginning January 13th, is peer counsel-
ing: Kim Anderson, who has worked as a counselor for the office in the past, will be 
?ya1~able o_n Monday and Thursday from 4-7PM and other times by appointment. Counsel-
ing 1s available to everyone. For_ more information call us at 780-4085 . 
UPCOMING AND ON-GOING EVENTS 
The GLA office is~ ollecting names of parents and friends who are interested in form-
ing a parents and friends of gays and lesbians support group in Portland. The group would 
be facilitated. All interested should conta•ct the office . 
In honor of our new name we are planning a potluck for January, in place of one of 
our Friday Night Discussion Group sessions. Plans are still in the works so call our of-
fice for the details·. 
We are hoping to organize two bus trips for spring. One would take place in May 
for those interested in attending Symposium in Presque Isle . Another would be a fun 
trip to the Boston Gay/Lesbian Pride celebration in June. More on these trips later. 
One more note on upcoming events . The Maine Coalition on Undoing Racism, a new-
ly_ formed group, will be sponsoring events to commemorate the birthday of Martin Luther 
Kmg, Jr. on Jan . 20th (also a federal holiday starting in 1986). Watch for more details . 
Please stop by our office at 92 Bedford St. 
9:30AM Registration 
10:30AM 
12:00,1:00 
3:30 PM 
6:00PM 
7:00PM 
Midcoast Support-Group 
Takes Shape 
by Don Kellough 
CAMDEN - There were ten of us, five 
women and five men, from half a dozen 
localities in the Mid-coast region, who 
gathered here November 14 in order to 
discuss the ways AIDS affected our lives and 
to talk over the different courses of action 
open to us as we confront this disease. 
Several of us had also attended the AIDS 
Summit sponsored by the MLGP A October 
20 in Augusta , and through talking to each 
other at that time, we realized that we would 
like to carry out some of the goals ' 'back 
home" which were being defined on a 
statewide level. 
A large portion of the meeting was given 
over to defining the kind of effort we were 
willing to make. Did we want to target gay 
men and lesbians as the beneficiaries of our 
actions? Or did we also want to consider the 
possibility of reaching out to children, 
prisoners (Thomaston State ]Prison is in our 
neighborhood, so to speak), and others af-
flicted with AIDS, when these people ap-
pear in our area? Such questions may seeni 
academic at this point, yet it may be useful 
to bear in mind that they ireflect the dif-
ficulties of gay men and lesbians have here 
in reaching out to each other as members of 
a self-identified group, not to mention deal-
ing on a firm basis with other public groups 
in our communities. 
Not only does initiating a group action-in 
order to deter the worst effects of AIDS en-
tail making our individual st~xualities more 
widely known among the public, it means 
possibly acting in the name of persons who 
do not recognize themselves in "us" (that 
is, "closeted" men who run the risk of con-
tracting AIDS in their sexual relations with · 
other men but who do not want to have 
anything to do with being gay). 
No formal consensus was reached at the 
meeting in terms of concentrating on a par-
ticular strategy. Rather, we agreed that there 
were enough of us with a wide enough range 
of interests that no one would be obliged to 
contribute his or her energies to an activity 
that he or she didn't feel stro111gly about. For 
the time being, we decided to work toward 
at least three objectives: 1) to provide each 
other with information and informal solidari-
ty, hence the provisional name we adopted 
for ourselves, the Mid-coast AIDS Support 
Group; 2) to monitor articles and stories 
dealing with AIDS and gays in local 
newspapers, checking them for accuracy and 
fairness and , when appropriate, writing to 
the papers to express our appreciation or 
dissatisfaction - also, to designate one of 
our members, Sadhbh (Sive) Nielan of New 
Leaf Books, as a person whom newspapers 
or television journalists may contact for in-
formation or commentary; and 3) to invite 
other local individuals , presumably non-gay, 
who are involved in medicine, hospice 
work, or public education either to share in-
formation with each other or to draw up 
plans together for future projects. 
Perhaps it is premature to speculate as to 
which projects we will eventually settle. 
upon. Some members have already become 
involved in health groups established to fight 
AIDS and its related problems and are like-
ly to pursue these other commitments in con-
junction with whatever work the Support 
Group starts . At any rate, members felt a 
fot of enthusiasm for ideas such as setting 
up a food bank (a store of canned and dry 
goods for the benefit of a person with AIDS 
who is either physically or financially unable 
to shop for him/herself). Another idea which 
gathered support was providing a referral 
service for anyone with particular health-
related questions or needs, for example, 
recommending a local doctor who was 
respectful of a gay man's sexuality. By 
meeting's end, two members onhe group 
volunteered to travel to Portland in order to 
attend a meeting to familiarize Mainers with 
the "Buddy" system for people with AID.S, 
and to explore some of the problems they 
will face in enlisting the trust of those they 
care for. 
A second meeting is planned for W ednes-
day, January 8 at New Leaf Books, 438 
Main Street in Rockland, from 7 to 9 PM. 
A snow date has been set for the following 
Wednesday, same time and place. We in-
vite any concerned lesbians , gay men or 
bisexuals from Knox, Waldo, or Lincoln 
counties to attend. Mote information may I 
be obtained by calling the bookstore at 
596-0040. 
La Nouvelle Carte Bleue -
by Greg O'Neill 
Jungian synchronicity has an odd way of 
popping up in my life. 
Frequently during my three month stay 
here in Fr~nce, when I have the occasion to 
make purchases at major European depart-
ment stores, I encounter the questiorn, 
" Avez-vous une (do you have a) Carte 
Bleue?" 
Fortunately, I do not. Otherwise, I'd be 
getting myself into some seripus, irreversi-
ble trouble! (However in this case it would 
only be financial, as the Carte Bleue or Blue 
Card is one of the more popular European 
credit cards.) Almost everywhere I go, I see 
the Carte Bleue emblem stuck in the 
windows. 
Last weekend I toured Amsterdam: One 
of my visits was to the house where Anne 
Frank and her family hid in an attic from 
the Nazis for close to two years during 
World War II. The house is now maintained 
by ·a civil group called the '' Anne Frank 
Society. '' The tour begins with ll. thorough 
briefing on the causes and effects of World 
War II and concludes after the viewjng of 
the hideaway with exa~ples of blatant acts 
of prejudice occurring in our world toqay. · 
It is the Society's purpose "not only to com-
memorate the Anne Frank story, but also to 
mak~ the public aware of ongoing acts of 
prejudice." The house is truly an emotional 
sight, and in experiencing the Holocaust 
history second only to walking through 
Auschwitz . 
Upon returning to France, I telephoned 
my lover in the States. Sardonically he 
asked, "so, you got a Blue Card yet?" 
A chill darted up my spine as _for a quick 
second I thought I could hear the voice of ' 
Jung whispering something in my other 
ear. . . 
My lover then proceeded to explain that 
there·had been some " ridiculous talk" in the 
States about issuing out Blue Cards to all 'gay 
men having been positively tested for the -
AIDS virus. "Oh sure other people would 
carry cards, too, but - well, you know." 
We didn 't give the subject much air til!le 
because it seemed just too absurd. 
After the phone call I reflected upon the 
sociological displays the Anne Frank Society 
had shown me, and bits and pieces started 
reappearing in front of me. Apparently 
Facism appears historically during conser: 
vative eras , often when economies are 
unstable and/or an undesirable, unex~ 
plainable phenomenon (such as disease) oc~ . 
curs. The insatiable desire for a scapegoat 
results. Always , the victims of Fascist 
philosophies are minority groups posing, in-
tentionally or unintentionally , some sort of 
threat to the majority . 
"No," I said to myself, "No way. There 
aren't that many similarities!" 
Jung's voice whispers in the distance, 
" Look again ... " 
Blue Cards? Jesus , guys - why not just 
break out the pink triangles? · 
AIDS-Li11e Statistics 
The AIDS-Line has compiled statistics on 
its first four months of operation. Since 
August first, a total of 161 calls has been 
received. Information, · which is totally 
voluntary, is kegt regarding the sex, sexual 
orientation, age and relationship status of the . 
caller as well as the location and purpose of 
the call. Calls are anonymous and confiden- · 
tial. Some highlights, 
-Approximately two-thirds of the calls 
were from men · and one third were from 
women. 
-Of the callers who indicated their sex-
ual orientation, 50 were gay, 47 heterosex-
ual, and 16 bisexual. 
-Thirty callers indicated they were mar-
ried, 11 single, and 2 divorced. Nineteen in-
dicated they were gay and in a relationship, 
13 were gay and not in a relationship. 
-Of the callers indicating their age, most 
were in their 20's or 30's. . 
- The l!lrgest number of calls..came from 
Portland, .. although calls came from 27o ther 
Maine towns . One call came from New 
Hampshire and one from Bloomington, 
Indiana. · · 
-The largest number of c;alls oealt with 
general questions about · AI:DS, que'stions 
about AIDS transmission , questions about 
symptoms, and questions abou~ HJL V3 an-
tibody testing. Only one person with AIDS 
called the line. 
Social Security 
· Social Security has made a national com- phone. To shorten the time of applying, the 
rnitment to provide prompt, sensitive servict! medical history report· will be sent to com~ 
to persons with acquired immune deficien- plete at home. When it is completed, the rest 
cy syndrome ·(PW As). AIDS has been added of the application forms may be completed 
to the list of disabilities which are presumed by phone. . 
to meet the eligibility requirements for Sup- In Maine,,the toll-free number foi:-S0cial 
pleme ntal Security · income and Medicaid Security is 1-800-322-940'1 :-- TfiiJ -'nlfmbef . ~; 
. 'benefits. This means that a person who can be used to indicate an intent to apply for •, 
,meets the income and resource limits for benefits~·lt is important to specify a need for ';· 
-SSI, and whose doctor confirms a diagnosis a telephone . application so the medical 
of AIDS, will qualify for up to three months history report and the local phone number 
of benefits while the final decision is bein~: can be sent. 
made. People with AIDS-related syndrome · Further questions can be addressed to 
do not qualify for this special provision. your local Social Secririty office. The Social 
Applications may be made at any Sociall Security Administration also invites anyone 
Security office. The application process wiht questions of general interest to send 
takes half an hour to an hour and there is them to Our Paper. The questions will' be . 
sometimes a waiting period in the reception used for a future article . 
area . Application may also be made by 
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An Interview- With Judy Goldsillith,~~~~~~~~ 
Foriller President of the National 
Organizat.ion for Woillen 
by Elze 
" ... the women of this riation still do not have the 
constitutional protections of the Equal Rights -
Amendment. Let the enemies of equality make no 
mistake: we will have it.'' 
-Judy Goldsmith, 1985 NOW National Conference 
Keynote Address 
Judy Goldsmith , former President of the 
National Organization for Women (NOW), 
keynoted Maine NOW's Thirteenth Annual 
State Conference in November and , while 
in Maine, graciously agreed to an interview 
with Our Paper. 
An English teacher for fifteen years, 
Goldsmith directed this country's largest 
feminist organization from December 1982 
until her defeat last July in an election which 
left the organization reeling . Described by 
many as "a bitter struggle," the election at 
the annual National NOW Conference in 
New Orleans saw Goldsmith lose to Ellie · 
Smeal by 136 votes, with 1,542 votes cast. 
(Smeal served as NOW's President from 
1977 until 1982, stepping down because of 
the two-term limit prescribed in the by-
laws.) 
Speaking for ''the majority of Maine 
NOW 's leadership," National Board 
member and Portland resident Christine 
Torraca described the election as " a disap-
pointment." "Most of us felt Judy did an 
excellent job," Torraca stated. "We were 
counting on her continued ]leadership." Tor-
raca appl"auded Goldsmith's coalition-
building with other national civil rights 
organizations, her commitment to lesbian 
and gay rights , her aggressive pro-choice 
stance, and her excellent relationship with 
national media as increasing NOW 's 
strength and credibility as a feminist 
organization. · 
Goldsmith. grew up in poverty in Two 
Rivers, Wisconsin, a small Midwestern 
town of 10,000 people. S_he now lives just 
over the Potomac River im Arlington, ap- · 
proximately across the street from the Pen-
tagon - "a nice neighborhood," she 
chuckles, "Ground Zero." She joined 
NOW twelve years ago at the age of thirty-
four. 
. Goldsmith .debated Jerry Falwell of the 
Moral Majority in February 1985 at a Na-
tional Press Club luncheon in Washington , 
D.C. She calls "tolerance" a "vaguely con-
descending attitude" and asserts, "We 
should take pleasure in diversity." She's not 
one to mince words. Of the Reagan Ad-
ministration's anti-abortion position and 
other domestic policies she says, ''Compas-
sion that stops at the moment of birth and 
does not ex.tend to the human community is 
not compassion at all." On U.S. Civil 
Rights Commission 's Clarence Pendleton's 
opposition to pay equity for women she 
states, " If, as Clarence Pendleton says, we 
can't have pay equity because it will cost 
$360-billion a year, then each year women 
are being cheated .out of $360-billion!" A 
long-time friend of the gay and lesbian com-
munity , J]oldsmith recently became the first 
non-gay member of the Voter Research 
Foundation's Board of Directors , a non-
partisan research organization initiated by 
the National Association of Gay and Lesbian 
Democratic Clubs. 
DE: Do you like Maine? This is your 
third trip up here. 
JG: I love Maine. Some of what I like has 
to do with its parallels to Wisconsin, my 
home state which I love very much. It's 
largely rural. There's almost an innocence, 
in the positive sense of the word. The peo-
ple are friendlier than in a lot of places 1'¥e 
been. It's also a state that is like. Wisconsin 
in that it is politically schizoid. Wisconsin · 
has both an outstanding progressive tradi-
tion, the LaFollette political tradition, and 
Joe McCarthy! 
DE: And Wisconsin is the only state 
with a gay and lesbian civil rights bill. Yet 
they have that very conservative senator 
you were talking about last night. 
JG: Yes, both things are there - and very 
dramatically so. I think that ' s also true of 
Maine, though maybe to a lesser extent. 
, DE: Looking back on your years as 
President of NOW, what do you feel par-
ticularly good about? What were you able 
to accomplish? 
JG: Some things like, obviously , the Fer-
rar.o nomination will always stand out as an 
historical breakthrough. While a lot of peo-
ple made that happen, there's really no ques-
tion it would not have happened without 
NOW's unique participation . That is 
something the enemies of equality are try-
ing to make an "un-event" - in 1984 
Ii 
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Judy Goldsmith 
terms , the Orwell novel , "This was an 'un-
event'." "This never happened." They' re 
trying to cast a cloud over the whole reality 
of the Ferraro candidacy and what it meant 
to women because it was empowering for 
women . Whatever kin,ds of political pro-
blems surrounded it, that did not touch th<! 
fact that when women heard the news and 
when women saw Gerry Ferraro accepting 
the nomination in San Francisco; and when 
women saw her on the campaign trail, they 
felt proud and stronger and an increased 
sense of self-esteem. That was a very 
dramatic breakthrough. 
The work we did on the abortion front , 
the vigils we had beginning this year were 
dramatic and very powerful in the message 
we sent to the nation, as well as to the anti--
abortion terrorists: "We will not back down 
to bullies." The federal officials said it was 
going to be a high-risk weekend. We said, 
promise your organizational identity and in~ 
tegriy , but there are ways to build bridges 
and work with other people in alliance ef-
forts that make it possible for you to be ef-
fectively what you are and to pursue your 
own agenda, while at.the same time rein-
forcing each other's resources and efforts. 
Obviously, there's so much of our agendas 
we have in common. Where we can work 
together we're stronge_i; for doing it. 
DE: Do you think that's particularly 
important for women to do now in the 
1980's? 
JG: I think it's vital to survival. We are 
under attack as women in a way we have 
never before been. There is an all-out assault 
from the Reagan Administration. That won't 
come as news to anybody . But certainly 
those of us who are activists in the move-
ment understand it more specifically and im-
mediately· than does the general population 
"Some things like, obviously, the Ferraro nomina-
tion will always stand out as an historical break-
through ... (There's) really no question it would not 
have happened without NOW's unique 
participation.'' 
"We don't care. We will take every con--
ceivable precaution to avoid . anyone being 
hurt but we obviously cannot just abandon 
the clinics and turn them over to these 
lunatics to blow them up because that is 
punishing to women.'' That deprives women 
of access to their constitutional right. W.e did 
the vigils and they were extremely · suc·-
cessful. What has· happened, I believe, 
directly as a result is that the rate of bomb-
ings has considerably decreased. 
But beyond that there are some other 
things that don't have to do specifically with 
concrete gains. One of the things we did that 
I felt very strongly about was work more 
closely in alliance than we ever had befom 
- not only with the other women's 
organizations, the classic women's organiza-
tions, the League, the Caucus, AAUW, 
BPW, but we worked more closely with 
allied . movements in the progressive com-
munity, with the civil rights movement, the 
lesbian/gay community, the peace 
movement. 
It's extremely important. It's hard to do 
because you don't want to lose or com-
because they haven't, by and large, felt the 
effects of it yet. But it is such a considerable, 
profound, direct attack and the need is so 
urgent. We have to understand there is no 
one organization, as there is no one in-
dividual, who can deal with all these pro-
blems and pull it together. It takes all of our 
resources working together. 
One of the major strategies of the Reagan 
Administration in its attack on human rights 
is a divide-and-conquer strategy to set us 
against each other. They know our strength 
is in our unity . They try divide-and-conquer 
wherever they can - black against white, 
male against female, straight against gay. ,. 
DE: Native American against gay with 
the AIDS funding. They took money out 
of health care for Native Americans and 
reallocated it to AIDS. 
JG: Yes, absolutely . It's a damnable tac-
tic. It is evil in the most profou'nd sense of 
the word. But we are all so vulnerable to it. 
We all have some concerns about ter-
ritoriality, protecting ourselves, taking 
credit for what we do. So the more we can 
understand that we have much more in com-
mon as people than there is that separates our own people, our commitment on a range 
us, the stronger we will be and the more in- of issues. We had gone through a long 
vulnerable to those kinds of attacks . period of time where the public perception 
DE: Were you surprised by the was that all we worked on was the Equal 
magnitude of Mondale and Ferraro's Rights Amendment. People used to call the 
loss? national office and say, "I'd like to join the 
JG: Yes, by the magnitude of it. Yes. Like ERA," because they thought that's what we 
a lot of other people I was stunned and were. While the ERA was and remains ex-
traumatized by the magnitude. It made me· tremely IIllportant because it will provide the 
feel for awhile very hopeless - that people · · constitutional grounding for a whole range 
could have been so taken-in by the ''Dr. of laws protecting women from discrimina-
Feel Good Campaign" Ronald Reagan ran. tion, I think we were disadvantaged to an 
It was depressing. Walter Mondale was so- extent because of that public perception . I 
meone who the majority <;>f'people related wanted to make public; make real and make 
to in terms of the issues. !1011 after poll after visible NOW's commitment to the whole 
poll would show there were more people range of issues affecting women. 
with Mondale and Ferraro on the issues than DE: What did you find the most 
with Reagan. But they like Reagan so they frustrating as President? And, is there 
voted for him. In a way people were voting anything you regret? 1 
for the star of a sitcom on television . Their JG: Not being able to do it all. Not being 
relationship to Ronald Reagan is on the able to do enough. Always falling short of 
television set. He 's great on the television what you wanted to accomplish. The agen-
set. If we could have instead made him the da is so vast. There are so many issues. In 
star of a series it would have satisfied peo- some ways we are like a gnat with a · ~ 
pie just as much. There he would be on the rhinoceros when you look at what we're up ~ 
television set being nice, being charming , against - which is currently the entire 
being delightful, cracking jokes . R,eagan Administration, the whole power ) 
''We are under attack as wmnen in a way we have 
never before been.'' 
DE: What do you think this says about structure of the nation, up against the multi-
the voting American public? billion dollar insurance industry , up against 
Former NOW President Judy Goldsmith addresses the 13th Annual Maine 
NOW State Conference · 
JG: This is not optimistic here. I don ' t the right-wing with its vast funding base and 
think people are dumb. I think a very slick its control of the media. If I try to think 
game was run in 1984. Truthfully , I don't about that with some compassion I think we 
blame people for buying it because it was did pretty well. 
extremely well-done. Everything was put On the other hand, in absolute terms , 
together very carefully . All the economic in- there's so many more things you always 
dicators were good. You could not say there want to accomplish. We did a number of 
had not been some measurable im- things I feel extremely proud about on the 
provements in economic trends over the issue of lesbian and gay rights, but I always 
previous four years. Never mind that felt it wasn't enough. Partly , of course, it's 
Reagan first made things a whole lot worse, a matter of resources; it 's a matter of.simp-
but the fact is they got better. So people were ly the fact that human beings can probabiy 
feeling kind ofup .and optimistic. And there not work for more than 16 to 18 hours a day 
was this propaganda campaign which made without falling apart. It's a matter offinan-
ofWalter Mondale a caricature. One of the cial resources. The resources you have make 
most damning things about that campaign it p_ossible to accomplish the goals you're 
was the characterization of Walter Mondale after. 
as a wimp. If, in fact, a person, in particular I remember one time in 1979 after our 
a male, who is caring and sensitive is a conference in Los Angeles, we had a very 
wimp, tqen we are in bad trouble as a na- troubled election. There were a lot of peo-
tion - which, in fact, I think we are. If the pie who felt disaffected. I remember many 
only respectable kind of national leader has people being interviewed and quoted in 
to be John Wayne riding into the sunset with newspapers. One woman sounding very ir-
his guns drawn, we are in big trouble as a · ritated said, "We've focused too much on 
natio_IJ_. _I am deep_ly troubled_ about what that money and we're starting to get too cor-
' 'As with the fight against sex discrimination, you 
obviously cannot wait until you change all the at-
titudinal baggage people have grown up with before 
discrimination (against lesbians an<I gay men) 
becomes illegal. The laws have to precede the 
change." 
porate. What do we need a $3-million 
budget for anyway?" Our budget was 
$3-million at the time for the next year. 
DE: Do you expect NOW to continue 
that movement to develop strong 
chapters? 
JG: I don't know. It's hard to say . And. 
I'm no longer in a position to speak officially 
for the organization. We will have to see 
what happens. There is some history, of 
c.ourse, with Ellie's past administration and 
we can look to that to see what has been 
done in the past. But what 's been done in 
the past doesn't necessarily lock you in to 
what will be done in the future. There was 
not much chapter and state development 
before, but that doesn't necessarily mean 
there wonlt be. And it, of course, depends 
upon the organization at the state and chapter 
level. If that kind of program is important, 
this is a participatory organization. Policy 
is not strictly determined in the national 
office. 
DE: Smeal has called for national mar-
ches. Do you think national marches can 
be effective for some purposes and how 
would you also caution us about them? 
JG: National marches definitely can beef-
. fective. The original 'civil rights march in 
1963 definitely had an impact on the passage 
of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 . The march 
we had for the ERA extension in 1978 had 
an impact. I am a believer in marches and 
my participation in marches goes back to my 
activism in the civil rights and peace 
movements in the 1960's. 
·My concern is focusing on them as vir-
tually the only visible strategy. As with the 
need to address a full range of issues, we 
need to pull out of our bag whatever strategy 
Well, we need $3-million; we need . . 
will be most effective ip achieving our goals. 
When I was interviewed before our elec-
tion by a reporter she said, •'Now, Ellie 
Smeal wants to do marches and that's 
radical, and you want to do lobbying and 
that's conservative. Is that right? " I said, 
''No, I disagree. '' First of all, lobbying isn't 
all I want to do. I want to use every strategy 
we can that will work. The other thing is' 
that marches are not inherently radical and 
lobbying is not inherently. conservative. 
Either can be either. If you take a bunch of 
people and \:lress them all up in uniforms and 
march them down the street in rank and file 
you have a parade. We do that every Fouith 
of July. Marches are not inherently radical. 
It depends on how you do it and what 
message you send. 
People toss words around without really 
understanding what they mean by them. 
What do we mean by "radical"? By . 
"moderate"? By "conservative"? And do 
we go beyond that at some point and say, 
"Forget the labels. What works? What 
achieves concrete gains for women? What 
a.chieves concrete gains for Blacks and 
Hispanics and other people of color? What 
achieves gains for lesbians and gay men and 
makes their lives better? Forget the labels. 
The -labels become nothing more than a 
variety of guilt-tripping. On one level it's 
stereotyping. One of the things that drove 
me crazy during my campaign was the 
depiction of me as a moderate. I've never 
been moderate in 1DY life! 
continued·onpage 10 
means, both about the election itself and the 
message sent, and for our future. I also 
worry about political campaigns and the in-
creasing propaganda-like nature of those 
campaigns and the show biz aspect of them. 
More and more, parties are looking for 
media-types for their candidates, not 
statespeople. They'll plug the party line in-
to them and they can read the script in front 
of the television set. I am desperately wor-
ried about what that means about this nation 
$30-million; we need $300-million because * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * that allows you to pay for telephone calls, ....... ~ * 
as a participatory democ:;racy. . 
DE: Getting back to NOW - my 
perception was that NOW under your 
leadership and direction addressed 
economic issues for women more than it 
had previously. Is that accurate? 
JG: I think what we did was give those 
issues more visibility. NOW has always had 
a .strong commitment to winning economic 
justice for women, but I think we gave it a 
lot more visibility with the work we did on 
pay equity or comparable worth, affirmative 
action, the issues of discrimination in in-
surance and Social Security, child care, and 
a number of other economic issues. It is so 
critically important because any kind of 
discrimination is economic at its base. 
Part of what we did was to make visible 
and make real to the public, as well as to 
for printing of materials, for travel, for """"" c e I e brat e t_ he _ . ......._ 
organizers to get out there and make it hap- * ~ 
pen, to buy television advertising! We're go- . )t 
!~ggt~t~:~::!
0
y~:a~rtyte:~;;s~~~t:d~:~~ * NEW YE AR 
....... * majority of people in this country. """"" 
DE: Is there anything you don't feel * at PA ·p A J o E '_ S '· · * proud about? Or something you would )f,, 
have done differently? * . . _ 
JG: I can't think of anythig I have regrets ....... . Begt'nning at 7 :00 p .m. on New Year's Eve, we'll be pro- lf-: 
about. In terms of direction and strategies """"" 
and issues, I feel good about what we did * ~iding a special bl!ff et, champagne, ?arty favors a_nd.--* 
and I don't have any regrets. ....... hats,· you provide the fun! Dance until two! $5.00 per ....... 
One other thing I feel really good about """"" bl """"" 
was the strengthening of the chapter and ....... person for the night. Call ahead to reserve a ta e · * 
state development programs. Our strength · """"" 
is really in the grassroots. We wanted to * 80 Water Street, Augusta * 
move away frm a strong centralized ....... . 623-4041 . * 
organization. Obviously you maintain a na- """"" 
tional presence. That's very important. ....... E E y O u T H E R E ' * 
There's some credibility you can only have """"" S ' , . . . . . • ........ 
at the national level. But the organization's *· * * * * * ·* * * * * * * * * * * * * *""""" strength is so much ground~ in our strength 
at the chapter and state level. 
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You do what accomplishes something . the workforce. Women are working for sur-
Huge marches make us feel good. It 's good vival , not for any frivolous reasons. We 
for us. It's empowering to be together in need to make the' changes that recognize the 
large numbers and see our numbers and feel reality of the change that has taken place. 
Qur strength. But'if that is the only reason We're still trying to operate on a fifty year-
we do it, that is self-indulgent because it has old assumption that men are out working and 
.to also achieve a goal. Another thing about women are in the home taking care of the 
nationwide marches if you do them, for ex- children. · 
ample, in Washington, D.C. is that there is There is another challenge - for women 
a limitation in the value of such a march. to continue to assert ourselves in the political 
The people in Bangor aQd Two Rivers , process because so much of our lives are 
Wisconsin and in Tempe, Arizona don 't determined by what happens within the 
necessarily care about what happens in political process . We've made some 
_Washington, D.C. or how many people go dramatic gains in this area, but it 's still not 
there. That's not to say it can 't have some enough. I(you look at the fact that women 
impact, but along with a_Washington-based are still only 4% of Congress it is absolute-
mass march you also need to have nation- ly appalling. That has to change. If we are 
wide street actions taking place in Bangor · not there, the changes important to us simply 
and Two Rivers and Tempe because that's are not going to happen. There is a unique 
where it really has an impact - where peo- women's perspective that needs to be 
pie see people they know on the streets sup- represented in the legislative process. 
:Porting abortion rights, supporting lesbian DE: From what you hear from Con-
and gay rights, supporting the Equal Rights gre~people, the administration, activists 
Amendment. We need to have all of that in around the country, other people, what 
order to win and winning is what we ' re do you think the major challenges are for 
about - not just the struggle. We dare not tbe lesbian and gay movement? 
get caught up in the romance of the strug- JG: There are two things primarily - one 
gie. That may be good for us as activists is attitudinal and one is legislative. The 
because it's fun to· sit around and tell the war legislative changes cannot wait for a com-
stories, but if w_e don' t somewhere win for plete change in publ.ic attitude; the two really 
.the people who are our constituency, then have to proceed together . We have to get 
we are failing them. beyond the fear of the unknown and • 'the 
''We are shamed before the world becaus~ two out 
of three adults living in poverty are women and one 
out of four of our nation's children suffer the· 
dispiriting effects of poverty ... It completely denies 
the promise of this nation which. is supposed to be a 
land of freedom and justice and: opportunity for 
all.'.' 
DE: Were you surprised at your lo~ of different" that the public feels when they 
the .election? think about lesbian and gay lifestyle. One 
JG: Yes. I think the group of people who of the most important things for people to 
voted were, in terms of numbers , not understand is that we · ar~ fcal~ng about 
representative of the organization . I think it human.beings. We are talking about people, 
had to do simply with who got th"re. We about indiviquals . It was a part of my own 
had a very good count going \nto New cqnsciousness-raisirig process·. I had always 
Orleans of the 2500 delegates who were en- regarded myself before I got involved in 
titled to go. If there had been 2500 delegates NOW as "a good liberal person" on the 
there, we would have won about 60-40. As issue of lesbian and gay rights .. But when I 
it was, there. were· a little more than 1500 got involved in NOW I found.rn:;id a lot-of 
and it came out the other way . But that was residual resistance tliat surprised me· when 
the election. It was all appropriate and pro- I saw it there . I knew I had to. deal with it. 
per. That's the reality that came out of the For me it was really very ·ea&y because in 
conference. the organ~ ation I worked with a lot of fos-
DE: What do you think the major bians and after a time any kind of difference 
challenges will be for NOW and the simply evaporated, d.isappeared. It became 
women's niovemerit over tht next five internalized for ine·. Then fights for lesbians 
years? Obviously, maintaining·reproduc7 and gay men was no longer an academic 
tive choice is one. issue.fqr me, as I got to be friends with a 
JG: It's very critical. There is su~h a very wide range of people; ·:it was my 
· determined effort to kill the right to choose. friends, it was a whole lot of people who 
The economic issues are extremely urgent. I love a lot. 
The Reag!ln Administration is doing At the opposite end of the spectrum; one 
everything_ it' i;:ap }O ~ill affirmative action. of the ways in.°which ,prejudice-w9rks and 
These are people who represent the wealthy' manifests itself is that you make people un-
the corporate community , who have always human. For example, in Vietnam, the Viet-
benefitted economically from di scrimination · namese people were called " gooks" by the 
against women. If you look at the wage gap American military. A " gook" is a 
_-- the approximately 60 cents that women dehumanized entity, not a human being, npt 
make for every dollar men make - 40 cents someone with brothers and sisters . It is 
is going into somebody ' s pocket. If something you can then go out and shoot. 
employers can hire women for 40% less, ob- Making real and making human the realities 
viously they don't want that to end. They of the lives of lesbians and gay men is an 
like the fact that women have throughout our extremely important thing to do. It's tough 
history represented a cheap labor pool that and it takes a lot to get that message through. 
can be exploited. So, Ronald Roogan is pro- There is not the absolute resistance on the 
tecting his friends' interests in fighting part of the public that we sometimes assume. 
anything that can effectively win some im- I believe there is a considerable willingness 
· provements in women's economic on the part of much of the public to think 
condition. about this . 
There's also an all-out attack on pay equi- The other front is legislative initiatives 
ty . Pay equity results from a long history like the one in Wisconsin which was done 
of discrimination in this country going back very, very effectively: It has to be expanded. 
to a time when, for example, factories even As with the fight against sex discrimination, 
had policies that the lowest paid man had to you obviously cannot wait until you change 
make more than the highest paid woman. all the attitudinal baggage people have 
You don't change that without some asser- grown up wi~h before discrimination 
tive, concrete action to undo that history and becomes illegal. The laws have to precede 
turn it around. the change. As with the laws against 
There· are a number of other fronts as employment discrimination, what you simp-
well, including child care which becomes in- . ly do is m.ake it literally too expensive for 
creasingly impo~nt as more women enter · them to exercise their prejudice. You make 
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it cost~people. The laws have to take the 
lead. You work on attitudes at the same 
time. Compassion for people means you 
help them along as much as you can. But 
you cannot wait until they change because 
too many people will be hurt in the process. 
DE: Do you have a vision of where 
you'd like to be in three years? I'm sure 
you've been asked a million times, "When 
are you going to run for office?" 
JG: Yes. Yes. I've gone to Wisconsin to 
check out the possibility of a House and 
Senate race. I had some very good discus-
sions with people in the political structure, 
with the NOW people in the state who are 
wonderful, and with other people. There 
was wonderful support. It was very en-
tions and dealing with problems like pre-
judice, poverty, and more recently disarma-
ment - and putting together a comprehen-
. sive social system. 
DE: Can you tell me something about 
your background? 
JG: In terms of the widespread mispercep-
tion of NOW as a middle-class organization,· 
my own background is important. It was 
working-class. I did spend my childhood in 
poverty - the kind of poverty that had no 
light at the end of the tunnel. My mother was 
a single head-of-household with five 
children who worked in factories for twenty-
five years of her life. It taught me some very 
valuable lessons. Among other! things the 
feminization of poverty is .not an abstract 
''I will never cease being immensely grateful for .the 
experience. It has made ine more committed than 
I've ever been.'' · 
couraging. In practical terms, however, this concept. It's real. I have known it and felt 
is a very short timeline to mount an effec- it and didn't like it. And the growing poverty 
· tive winning campaign and I don't like cam- for the nation 's women and children is ab-
paigns that aren't winning campaigns. When solutely a national disgrace. We are shamed 
I do it, I really want to do it right and with before the world because two out of three 
the best possible shot at 'winning. I've de- adults living in poverty are women and one 
cided not to do it in '86, but I have certain- out of four of our nation' s children suffer 
ly not forecJosed the possibility of '88 or the dispiriting effects of poverty - half of 
sometime in the future . I'm still very strong- black children. It's not at all being adequate-
ly committed to seeking public office. ly addressed. People should be out in the 
In the meantime, I'm getting hooked up · streets demanding something dr;imatic and 
-with the speaking circuit so I can continue radical be done to turn around this reality. 
to address the issues in a public forum, as because it is appalling. It completely denies 
well as have some modest economic support the promise of this nation which is supposed , 
base. And I'm also looking at the possibili- to be as a land of freedom and justice and 
ty of writing a magazine column. I would · opportunity for all. . 
love to be able to put together enough of a .DE: Anything else y~u'd like to say? ' 
financial support system that I coulc! write JG: I have been remarkably privileged and 
a book or two or three. I have about six in honored to work so centrally in this move-
my head I'd love to get out. I would also ment which is an historic movement. I spent·;. 
like to get back to teaching. I don't t~ink I twelve years as a NOW activist, seven as . 
.can do it exclusively any longer. I've a national officer, two and a half as Presi- .. 
become too much of an activist. dent, and it is a rare privilege to be able to 
When I .fantasize I go beyond what is do what I have done - to work with us, with, 
necessarily practical: One of my favorite the activists all around the country. We are 
fantasies for as long as I've been an adult some of the most wonderful people in the 
has been that I imagine myself as a country - good, dedicated, hard-working 
bet'leyoient dictator with unlimited financial people. I will never cease being immensely 
resources. I imagine what I'd do in the coun- grateful for the experience. It has made me 
try , what I'd do in terms of the laws that af- more committed than I've ever been. 
feet people's lives, what I'd do with things 
like the structure of cities, transportation 
systems, but primarily I°focus oil social rela-
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If Barbie Were a Goddess by R.J. Blessington 
When I was a girl, my female heroes were 
Annie Oakley , Supergirl , Peter Pan (whom 
I thought was female , thanks to Mary Mar-
tin 's theatrical genderfuck), and Wonder 
Woman. 
I wasn ~t allowed to have guns, but I was 
allowed to ride a hobby horse in a fringed 
skirt and cowboy boots, so Annie was a 
durable fantasy for me. Supergirl , I always 
knew, was bogus, an afterthought to Super-
man and Superboy, but I was a hardcore fan 
of those emigres from Krypton, so I defer-
red to S-girl's undeniable ability to undress 
me with her X-ray vision. Peter Pan gave 
me permission to jump on the bed ("I can 
fly! I can fly! " ) in my t-shirt and tights. 
Wonder Woman, alas, was unattainable to 
me, thus making her the most powerful and 
deserving of respect. Something about the 
way she invoked Hera's name while swing-
ing her golden lasso gave me the chills. Then 
Lynda Carter took all the mystery out of 
Wonder Woman, who was further exploited 
by Ms. magazine and the so-called Wonder 
Woman Foundation; she became a comic 
book superhero appropriated by adults for 
capitalist and propagandist purposes. (And 
hey - I take my heroes seriously!) 
Well , over the years , I've learned that no 
one, not even heroes, are perfect. Accep-
ting this, however, is a little more than I can 
bear, so I've given up. If heroes can't be 
perfect, than who wants heroes? (My sex-
ual preference notwithstanding, I have a 
crush on Mr. Spock, but he's a love interest, 
not a hero. And I bet he gives great head.) 
So, you can imagine my delight when I 
discovered She-Ra, Princess of Power. 
Flawed as she is, She-Ra gives Annie 
Oakley , if not Wonder_Woman, a run for 
the money . 
(It is best if I do not try to explain how 
I came to be watchi~P children's ~~rtoons 
at 4:30 on a weekday afternoon. But believe 
me, I was working, and then, all of a sud-
den, there was She-Ra!) 
She-Ra's story is simple, but complicated. 
Okay , first, the bad news about She-Ra. 
She-Ra herself expounds on the badness of 
racism, but the program is racist. It is also 
sexist, and generally cliche-ridden. All the 
humanoid characters are white; they are also 
well-built and standardly attractive, a la Bar-
bie dolls. The animation is mediocre , and 
the art design and story line are derivative 
. (these are serious shortcomings that are 
symptomatic of what's wrong with commer-
cial television) . Nonetheless - without ex-
cusing the inexcusable - I found myself at-
. tracted to She-Ra. She-Ra is sultry, 
minimally dressed in high-heeled boots, 
miniskirt, and strapless, skin-tight bodice. 
She also wears a winged helmet that is 
designed to allow her thick long tresses to 
fall teasingly around her shoulders and fly 
in the breeze. This outfit is completed by a 
naughty little neck choker, understated , yet 
obvious. 
The fashion show does not end here, 
however. She-Ra pals around with several 
other Vogue magazine Amazons. There's 
Queen Angella, the winged ruler of Etherea. 
She recharges her battery pack with light 
from the full moon and has a deep, power-
ful voice with boarding- school diction. 
Queen Angella has a hand-maiden (?) who 
refers to the queen as "Mother," but I 
suspect that their relationship is closer to 
something out of The Marquise and The 
Novice. · Another girlfriend of She-Ra is 
Frosta, the empress of an ice planet 
populated by a Viking-line culture of 
muscular men (shades of Flash Gordon) . 
Frosta and Queen Angella dress similarly to 
She-Ra, and are built like her, too, though 
I noticed that Queen Angella, as befitting a 
matriarch, hi,.., heftier thighs . Maybe she 
works out. I've always been a sucker for the 
older, more mature woman; Angella, with 
her full, red lips, is no exceptjon. Fros~.and 
She-Ra, by comparison, are mere pups. 
Another female character, who is not very 
"attractive," is Madame Razz. With flop-
py hat, warty nose, and talking, flying 
broom (all the methods of transport, whether 
animate or otherwise, seem to talk and fly), 
Madame Razz cannot be mistaken for 
anything but a witch. She also has a 
Brooklyn accent and provides a comic 
sidekick for She-Ra, who is not exactly 
humorless but is, let's face it, tight-assed. 
BUT - what does She-Ra actually do'i 
Well, as far as I'm concerned, if she jus1 
spend her afternoons flying around on Swif 
alliance of interplaneta ry gangsters called 
the Horde. She-Ra and friends lead assorted 
rebellions of the popular forces ("Good," 
· or "Pretty") against the imperialist alien 
monsters (" Bad," or " Ugly") . 
The Princess of Power lifts her sword up 
high while calling forth her sacred heritage, 
and instantaneously she is gifted with 
acrobatic skills to·make Mary Lou Retton 
weep, abilities of logical persuasion to rival · 
the aforementioned Mr. Spock (sigh), and 
a canny talent for strategic planning. Then, 
l>he provides diplomatic, military, or inspira-
tional services to the legions of Good, and 
she and her long-legged, scantily-clad, full-
breasted sisters-in-struggle vanquish the 
evil-doers, with a moderate amount of 
violence and a great deal of discussion 
around being nice to all sentient beings. 
End of program. 
Where does that leave me at 5:00, when 
the show is over and She-Ra recedes back 
to her mundane existence as Adora? Well, , 
with a not-so-subtle feeling that I've been 
had, for one thing, because the stores are 
filled with She-Ra dolls, Frosta dolls, Queen 
Angeila dolls (I'm tempted), Swift Wind 
dolls, etc. And because, ifl were a kid, I'd 
eat this up the way late up all the other shitty 
cartoon shows, like Yogi Bear and the Flint-
stones. And because, this stuff, for all its 
pretense towards making female role models 
for girls, is sexist, racist, violent, simplistic 
trash. I mean, I could end up feeling very 
bad about liking, or more than liking, She-
Ra. 
But, why bother? 5:00 means it's time for 
reruns of - "Star Trek!" 
New Year's 1986 
at the 
tU nderground--Ritz ••• 
Welcome,rthe New Year at 
- . 
. our biggest celebration ever!!! 
In the front .lounge two shows 
with the fabulous Rosanna Morelli. 
The best sounds and the 
Like all self-respec!ing super-heroes, she has 
another, more commonplace identity , by the 
name of Adora. Adora, in the grand tradi-
tion of young girl role models, has a pet 
stallion, named Spirit. But - when Adora 
holds aloft her magic sword and swears an 
oath on Castle Greyskull, she and Spirit are 
transformed into - She-Ra, Princess of 
Power, and her magical steed, a talking, fly-
ing - you guessed it - unicorn, called 
Swift Wind. If this sounds a lot like the He-
Man, Masters of the Universe story, it's 
because She-Ra is He-Man's sister. (He-
Man is a cross between Prince Valiant and 
Arnold Schwarzeneggar, and he daily 
cavorts around on a gigantic, talking tiger 
for a h.alf-hour before She-Ra comes on.) 
Wind, giggling and horsing around witt h · .d f 1985 • th d• . 
Frosta, Queen Angella et al. ' I ~ould bt ottest Vl eos a m. e lSCO.-
content. But, noooooo - the Princess ol . 
Power has devoted herself to assisting the 
various oppressed tribes of the galaxy. 
The enemies are androids, lizards, trolls, 
. and giant rats with leather helmets, a looSt" 
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Sarton and Barry 
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presents Mayor Marion Barry with an award for his strong stance on lesbian 
and gay rights. 
Poet and author May Sarton who was honored along with Marion Barry. 
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by Elze 
Mayor Marion Barry of Washington, 
D.C. and poet/author May Sarton of York, 
Maine were honored in November at The 
Human Rights Campaign Fund's 1985 New 
England Dinner Celebration. The largest 
New England dinner ever, with 428 people 
attending, the gala event at Boston's 
Lafayette Hotel raised over $30,000 for the 
HRCF. Former Massachusetts state 
legislator Elaine Noble, the first openly gay 
person elected to public office, and U.S . 
Congressman Gerry Studds, the only open-
ly gay member of Congress , served as 
honorary co-chairs. 
The Human Rights Campaign Fund, the 
only national political action committee con-
tributing to congressional candidates based 
upon their support for lesbian and gay 
issues, recently launched the AIDS Cam-
paign Trust to financially back politicians 
who will support increased government fun-
ding for AIDS . In 1984, the Fund con-
. tributed approximately $77 ,000 to political 
campaigns. Among the recipients was 
Studds who received $10,000, the maximum 
donation possible. This past summer the 
HRCF joined with other national civil rights 
organizations to call for passage of the Civil 
Rights Restoration Act which would 
strengthen federal anti-discrimination 
legislation gutted by a 1984 Supreme Court 
ruling . 
Vic Basile from Washington, Executive 
Director of the HRCF, and Vivian Shapiro 
from New York, National Co-Chair, at- · 
then praised the community 's continued 
courage and unity in responding to the AIDS 
crisis. 
U.S. ReP..resentative Barney Frank (D-
Mass.), himself a recipient of HRCF 
dollars, presented awards to state and local 
elected officials who have fought for 
gay/lesbian rights legislation - City Coun-
cillor Malcolm Farmer III (Providence), 
State Representative Linda J. Kushner (Pro-
vidence), Alderman Peter Lackowski (Burl-
ington), Maine Senator Mary Najarian, and 
State Representative Byron Rushing 
(Boston). Dale McCormick ofMLGPA ac-
cepted the award for Najarian who was 
unable to attend. 
Frank applauded the fund for " giving 
members of Congress the courage of their 
convictions" and asserted, "If we were to 
have secret ballots , the anti-gay nonserise 
would simply be defeated ." He charged 
politicians with ''suffering from cultural 
lag'' in fearing recriminations for suppor-
ting anti-discrimination legislation, counter-
ing with, "Study after study has been done 
and you simply cannot show - through 
Congressional analysis or any other 
statistical technique .- any significant 
negative impact on people who vote against 
discrimination and for basic civil rights for 
gay men and lesbians." The audience 
laughed when he jokingly announced, ''I am 
pleased to inform you that the first non-gay 
national organization has come forward to 
support a repeal of the law prohibiting gay 
"We are stretched to meet a new dimension of 
I " ove ... 
tended the last of the organization's fall 
fundraising dinners following ones in New 
York, Washington, Dallas and San Fran-
cisco Shapiro received a hearty round of ap-
plause when she spoke about the political 
and fundraising work being done by the 
, assembled activists and energetically 
affirmed, "We say that 22 million people 
in this country need this to happen right 
now!" Twenty-five percent of the proceeds 
from the $150 a plate affair was earmarked 
for Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defender:s, 
New England's public interest gay and les-
bian law organization. GLAD has been play-
ing a central role in Massachusetts' foster 
care controversy. 
Boston activist and author Eric Rofes , 
who recently became Executive Director of 
Gay & Lesbian Services Center of Los 
Angeles, cited in his opening remarks 
Madison's Tolerance Day cancellation as 
one of the past year 's attacks on New 
England gays and lesbians. Going on to list 
the advances made on political fronts, Rofes 
-Poet May Sarton 
people from coming into the country - Zero 
Population Growth." On a more serious 
note, diners gave Frank sustained applause 
when he praised grassroots efforts across the 
country saying, ''It is to the credit of many 
people in this room and others throughout 
the country that gay and lesbian rights has 
gone from being a laugh to being quite con-
troversial - to being the kind of issue 
legislators want to duck. That's very genJ!ine 
progress . I mean that." 
· May Sarton, recipient of the HRCF 
Human Rights A ward, gave a warm greeting 
to the crowd, "It's wonderful to be here , 
to be with so many people whom I can call 
brother and sister." Eliciting chuckles when 
she said, "When I was asked to do this I 
thought, 'I just can't go there and be a name 
and help bring in some money . I've got to 
give something more," ' Sarton provided 
one of the evening's highlights gy reading 
a poen on AIDS which she wrote for the oc-
casion. Sarton began, " We are stretched to 
meet a new dimension of love/ A more 
continued on page 13 
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I 
(Left to right:) Dr. John Whyte; a participant in last May's Maine Conference 
on Professional Work with Lesbians and Gay Men h¢1d in Augusta; . 
singer/songwriter Tom Wil'ion-Weinberg; former Ma~ne resident Rev. Douglas 
Strong; and Fred Mandel, Director of Boston's Huma.n Rights Commission. 
. I 
"To protect the kinds of gains we're all proud of, 
we must register to vote in large numbers. We must 
run for every office we can · find.'' 
-Mayor Marion Barry of Washington, D.C. 
demanding range where despair and hope 
must intertwine/How grow to meet it/Inten-
tion here can neither move nor change the 
raw truth/Death is on the line . 
She continued to a hushed audience, " It 
c~mes to separijte. and estrange lover from 
lover in some reckless design/Where do we 
go from herer ' Sarton delivered a message 
of hope: " We are learning the hard way how 
to mother/Who says it is easy?/But we have 
the power/I is tlie' time of change , "the sav-
ing hour/The word is not fear/The word we 
live, an old word suddenly made new/And 
we learn it again as we bring it alive/Love 
love love love. '' Sarton sat down to 
thunderous applause . 
Praised for his long-standing support of 
gay and lesbian civil rights, Mayor Marion 
Barry of Washington, D .C. was also 
honored with a Human Rights Award . In-
troduced by National Co-Chair of Black and 
White Men Together John Bush as "a man 
of hearty stock" for serving on the D.C. 
Board of Education for three years , Barry, 
according to Bush , " made the gay com-
munity part of his constituency from the 
very beginning of his career." Barry has 
stood firm against Georgetown University's 
request for $70-million in low-interest bonds 
from the District of Columbia since the col-
lege won't pledge not to discriminate against 
gay student groups. 
Barry recalled his ea(ly support of lesbian 
and gay rights when he was President of the 
D.C . School Board, telling the crowd, "I 
indicated then that every person who was 
qualified to teach would be hired in 9ur 
school system without regard to h is or her 
sexual preference .'' 
Calling himself "bullish on Washington," 
Barry teased Bostonians when he referred 
to Washington as ' 'the mecca for the gay and 
lesbian community ,' ' '' the international 
capital of the world, '' and commented that 
Boston and Cambridge are only beginning · 
to catch up to D.C. in their efforts to pass 
gay and lesbian rights ordinances. On a 
more serious note, he did praise the D. C. 
ordinance for being "the strongest human 
rights law of any in America ' ' and said that 
its existence demonstrates "you can be 
strong on lesbian and gay rights and still get 
elected mayor a major city." · 
Barry warned people not to become com-
placent in the face of political victories, 
. -reminding everyone of Frederick Douglas ' 
.. ----·d-is•c·o-v•e•r•n·e-w-r•o•u•t•e•s-----. . words in 1848, " Power concedes nothing 
without a fight. It never has ; it never will ,'' 
and added, " That was true then . "It's true 
now ." He asserted , " To protect the kinds 
of gains we're all proud of we must register 
to vote in large numbers. We must run for 
every office we can find." The crowd en-
thusiastically applauded when he said, ''I'[ll_ . 
convinced if you don 't run you surely can't 
win, but if you do run you just might win.'' 
Donations to the Human Rights Campaign 
Fund can be sentto: HRCF, P.O. Box 1396, 
Washington, D.C . 20013. 
-
Maine's Richard Steinman greets Nancy Roth, Executive Director of the Gay 
Rights National Lobby. 
(Left to right:) Honorary dinner co-chair and former Massachusetts legislator 
Elai_ne Noble; Ellen Ratner, Noble's business partner; and Rep. Gerry Studds, 
the first openly gay U.S. Congressman and dinner co-chair with Noble. 
(Left to right:) Mayor Marion Barry of Washington, D.C.; Eric Rofes, DinQer 
Chair; and Vin McCarthy, lawyer and 1986 candidate for the 8th Congres-
sional District seat currently held by Tip O'Neill. 
year round outdoor trips for women 
A sampling of winter/spring trips 1986: 
• beginners x-c ski clinic AIDS-Line 1-800-851-AIDS 
• winter in Acadia National Park 
• wilderness lodge x-c ski weekend 
• winter camping over Washington 's Birthday 
• women and nature : a spiritual journey 
• southwest canoe trip: 5 days on the Rio Grande 
• in search of ancient herbs : backpacking 
in Appalachia 
Custom Trips and more ... 
Gift Certificates available from $5 and up. 
Send for FREE brochure! 
new routes 
242 Dartmouth Street 
Portland , Maine 04102 
THE GOOD EGG CAFE 
705 Congress Street 
773 • 0801 Paul Stuart Photography 24 Exchange Street • Portland, Maine 04112 
(207) 774-7188 
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~ Book Review !!! "Out From Under: Sober Dykes ·and Our Friends"~~~~ 
·i OUT FROM UNDER 
BER DYKES & OUR FRIENDS 
Out From Under: Sober Dykes & Our 
Friends. Edited by Jean Swallow. 
Published by Spinsters Inc. 1985. 
OUT FROM UNDER is a series of 
essays, interviews and creative writings that 
grew from Jean Swallow's need to connect 
with other lesbians who wer~ recovering 
from alcoholism and drug addiction: 
"It was ljke being in a desert at noon in 
the middle of summer: I knew something 
was alive out there, but I couldn't find it.'' 
This anthology includes and then goes 
beyond the traditional scope of substance 
. abuse treatment (inpatient and outpatient 
programs, Alcoholics Anonymous, Nar-
cotics Anonymous, Al-Anon). It gives an 
analysis of how the dynamics of oppression 
perpetuate addiction among lesbians, 
something very few of these programs have 
been willing to address. At first, to this die-
hard · traditionalist, Swallow's message 
seemed sacriligious. But then, as I read on, 
it became apparent that she was bravely try-
ing to fill in the gaps that are the most pain-
ful to acknowledge: AA is only tolerant of 
lesbians (as long as we are not too openly 
lesbian); Al-Anon has ttouble with groups 
for adult children of alcoholics, recognition 
and support of the need for a lesbian Al-
Anon group is another five to ten years into 
the future; and naivete (I am being kind) is 
rampant among professionals who are only 
just beginning to realize that women might 
have special needs - our experts are only 
just . beginning to realize that they have 
somehow missed the boat and caught the 
dingy. Swallow dares to state these facts and 
then, without wasting time. moves oil. 
OUT FROM UNDER shows that to 
recover lesbians first need to accept that ad-
diction is a terminal disease, not a moral 
issue, and then that we need somewhere, 
somehow, with someone to name our whole 
experience, not just the parts that might be 
accepted or understood. The silence is not 
golden. It serves only to isolate us to the 
po.int where sobriety and denial of self no 
longer seem preferable to drunkenness and 
oblivion, and sometimes the difference be- · 
tween naming and silence is the difference 
between life and death . . 
In naming some of our experiences 
Swallow has included stories of lesbians who 
have and who haven't joined AA or NA or 
Al-Anon, and lesbians who have and who 
haven't used rehabilitation centers and who 
are all staying sober and growing. She 
divides the book into four sections. 
Part I , ''The Days of Our Recovery'', is 
a series of ten selections that map out the 
times before-recovery, finally quitting 
(drugs or alcohol) and shortly afterwards. 
This section talks of the strengths and fears 
of lesbian addicts and how they begin to 
make sobriety work for them. These poems, 
journal selections, fairy tales and short 
stories are inspiring. 
p R O S R E S S I V E H A I R 
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"The Healers Among Us'\ Part 2, 
assumes that women don't abuse drugs 
(alcohol is a drug), we were abused by 
drugs. I have trouble with this concept, in 
fact I don't agree . I don 't agree with any 
theory that places women only as victims 
with no choices and no responsibilities but 
I like the alternative detox methods de-
scribed within this section, especially the 
focus on healing the body so the mind and 
energy can clear. There is excellent infor-
mation here although it is also clear that 
Swallow moves primarily within a white 
middle class framework. For example 
megavitamin therapy is completely outside 
recovery, into self acceptance and what ex-
periences you've had with lesbian feminists 
(Were they healing? Were they painful? Or 
both?). Over all OUT FROM UNDER is an 
affirmation of sober surviving lesbians who 
have gone way beyond mere survival. It is 
like the prisms in my kitchen window as they 
reflect light. One day they are brilliant , 
another day muted; in the morning they are 
here filling up the sink, in the afternoon they 
are spilling onto the table, always moving: 
a symbol of inner strength and fragility, of 
love and hope. Like us, sober dykes and our 
friends . 
of one's framework when getting the money © Copyright by Anne Paulsen. 1985. 
together just to put some kind of dinner on 
'the table is a draining and major effort. I left · 
these essays with the perverse addict-type 
of thinking that went something like this , 
"But I LIKE coffee in the morning. And ::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
God! How good it would be to have a :;:: 
cigarette!" (I quit smoking years ago.) f T bl . 
Part 3, "The Politics of Our Addictions", :::: rou e is 
leaves a lot to be desired, mostly a more f The closer I feel to you 
thorough analysis . One of the essays { The _farther you are 
especially reminded me of the good 'ol days f Trouble is . 
when the big "they'' was out to get poor { The more I h~e myself 
little 'ol stoned-but-correctly-political-ine. :::: The _less I hke the world 
Here in the book I stopped being mad at all r Trouble IS . 
the traditional self-help programs and :::: The more the phone rmgs . 
therapies and re-recognized their immense { The _less I want to answer 1t 
contributions. This section does begin a very f Trouble is 
necessary task but it is only a beginning and, { 
hopefully , it will be improved upon. f 
"The Way Forward", Part 4, is justthat: { 
the way forward, new lives. This section is f 
wonderful and the stories are beautifully { 
written. I cried with the authors, felt freshly :::: 
vulnerable, freshly strong and regenerated. { 
I grew with the characters to redisc.over f 
miracles, "So this is what it's like! I never { 
knew! And you say you love me ... and I am } 
able to believe you mean it ... '' This section { 
is somehow connected to a concert last year f 
by Sweet Honey On The Rock. They said, :i:i 
" Hear the strong black woman inside you (((( 
saying you will survive. You will dare to :::: 
dream your dreams. And never doubt that { ' 
they are precious!" This section offers the l 
poignancy of the climb up and out of hell :\:1 
to find that life can be a treasured gift and } 
not an obstacle course; a great journey that :1:1 
is possible right now. I wanted this section (} 
to go on so that a year from now there would :(:( 
still be stories to read. 1:1: 
All who read OUT FROM UNDER will :::: 
read with a different range of feeling. It will 1111 
depend on whether or not you are clean and { 
sober, whether or not you question your 1:(: 
drinking or drug use, what experiences { 
you've had with others who have the disease f 
of addiction, how far along you are into { 
-anonymous 
Forever Forg~tten 
by Dave M. Wellman 
I want to cry 
But the tears won't flow 
I want to walk 
But which way do I go 
Behind me 
The easy times of past 
Before me lies confusion , 
In one big mass 
Children run around 
Under watchful eyes 
Sleeping silently 
To mother's lullabies 
For me there's only four walls 
That's all 
No one to catch me 
The times when I fall 
I seem to be fading 
Against the crowd 
Wanting to be loved 
But not being allowed 
Touch me please 
And let the love free 
I need to be held 
Like the child I use to be :::: 
Ii :~1~};~t:::·::OW 
/~ 
tf/11': Moulton Street 
Portland, Maine 0410 f 
(207) 773-8809 
Because the staff at Communiques knows 
that everyone got what or who they wanted for Christmas, 
we'd like to take a moment to wi.sh 
the Gay Community of Portland a happy, healthy New Year! 
We look forward to another year of business with you. 
Thanks. 
~··~· ···~Entertainmen t~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~New Ye·ar' sf Portland!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Features ''Sweet Honey'' 
At The Bars 
All of Maine's gay bars are planning special events to celebrate the New Year. Some 
high I ights: 
Cycles (Portland) will feature a complimentary champagne breakfast at midnight. No 
cover charge. 
Entre Nous (Portland) will present Ellen Faulkner and other local talent in a cabaret 
performance. They will serve free hors d'oeuvres and munchies , with champagne at mid-
night. No cover charge. 
Papa Joe's (Augusta) will serve a light buffet with champagne at midnight, party favors 
and hats. There will be a $5 .00 cover charge. Advanced reservations are necessary only 
for large groups. . 
The Underground (Portland)·will'serve hors d 'oeuvres until I0:00 and provide cham-
pagne and party favors as well as complimentary limousine tours of Portland. There, 
will be disco dancing from 8:00 pm until 2 am* and two performances by singer Rosanna 
Morelli in the front lounge. Tickets are $5 .00 in advance and $6.00 at the door. 
Sportsman.'s (Lewiston) will serve a roast beef dinner from 7 to. 9 pm with champagne 
and noisemakers . The cover charge is $5.00. 
Backstreet (Portland) - The ''End-Up'', a new coffee shop at Backstreet will be open 
from 9 pm to I :00 am with specials on sandwiches, pastries, coffees, and teas . Backstreet 
will be open from I :00 am until dawn with a special show featuring local talent. Cover 
charge is $5. · 
The Back Room (Lewiston) which the owner describes as a ''mixed'' bar, will provide 
a. special buffet with favors and hats. 
*State law allows all bars to remain open until 2:00 on New Year's. 
Two Entrees for the price of one 
with this ad. 
$12.00 limit 
15% minimum gratuity added 
Offer good Sunday-Thursday only 
Coupon expires Jan. 31, 1986 
27 Forest Avenue, Portland 
772-8453 
"Sweet Honey in the Rock", an acappella 
gospel singing group will be one of the three 
featured performing groups at rhis year's 
New Year's/Portland celebration. The five 
singers mix a strong feminist, peace-and-
justice message with traditional gospel music 
to "enlighten and inspire people to get up 
and change things." They will perform at 
the Portland City Hedi Auditorium at 8:30 
and 10:30. "' · 
New Year's/Portland is a city-wide 
celebration produced by the Maine Festival 
of the Arts which this year will feature 86 
events at 26 intown Portland locations. For 
a single $6.00 fee (half price for juniors and 
seniors) participants can wander from one 
performance to another from 2:00 in the 
afternoon until midnight. The evening will 
culminate with a parade and a fireworks 
display on Monument Square. 
The other featured performers will be 
Mose Allison, jazz pianist and vocalist 
(Portland High School Auditorium, 8:00 & . 
11 :00), and Jesse Winchester, folk and rock 
songwriter and guitarist (First. Parish 
Church, 7:00, and Portland High School 
Auditorium, 9:30). · 
· The night's performance will range from 
the serene to the outrageous. There will be 
a special emphasis this year on ethnic music 
with performances by a steel band, a Greek 
folk mustc ensemble, a mariachi band, and 
an American countr:y music group. There 
will be classical music performances by the 
Portland Brass Quintet, The Festival 
Chamber Ensemble, and other groups. 
There will be comics - Abrams and Ander-
son - jugglers, mimes, and storytellers. 
Dance performances will include the Ram 
Island Dance Company performing works 
by the new Artistic Director Daniel 
Mckusker, Oxygen Debt Dancers, and a 
break-dancing group. For those people wan-
ting to do their own ~ancing' a traditional 
New England Country Dance will run con-
tinuously from 7 :30 to 11 :30 at the YWCA 
gym. The Maine R&B All-Stars and the · 
Resolutions· 
by Dave M.- Wellman 
The new year is here and once again 
millions of people are making their 1986 
New Year's Resolutions. Vowing to quit 
,smoking at the stroke of midnight ... but as 
soon as the pressures of everyday life get 
to them, they light-up to relieve the anxie-
ty. TRY AGAIN NEXT YEAR. Promising 
to cut down on "luxuries'' . . . but when they 
see a sale or that once-in-a-lifetime-bargain, 
it's spend, spend, spend! I'LL DO BETTER 
NEXT MO:'."ffH. Of course with each 
broken vow or promise, there is an excuse. 
We're all the same, every single one of 
us . We make 'em but most of us don't keep 
'em. In a sense, they are like the predictions 
in THOSE garbage papers (they will remain 
nameless). We are predicting our own 
future. The funny part about it, like 99 per-
cent of the predictions in THOSE nameless 
papers, our future predictions don't come 
true. The reason being .. . WE DON'T 
. WANT THEM TO!! 
Resolutions are fun and that's why we 
make them. It's a tradition that has been 
around for a long time and one that will pro-
bably never fade. 
Featuring New Years Eve Dinner 
6-9 pm by Reservation 
& 
u The Morning After " 
·arunch on Jan. l, 1986 
from .10 am-.3 pm 
47 Middle St .. , Portland 774-9399 
Fleshapoids will provide rock music for dan-
cing at the Portland High School Gym-
nasium from 7 to 11 :30. 
Among the more outrageous events (for 
all us outrageous fags and dykes): 
-The ever-popular Delux Production will 
presents. "Destination Moon" , an original 
cabaret featuring Omar Ricardo and the 
Charlie Brown Orchestra, with 
choreography by Jolene McGQwan and 
special "guest goddess" Lynette Breton. 
(State Street Church, 3:30, 7:00,- and 
10;30.) , , 
•• t 
Daniel MeCueker, 
-The ''Twatones'', an all-female a cap-
pella vocal group whose act (the program 
notes tell us) "includes everything from new 
wave to show tunes, from the traditional to 
the bizarre, with a generous helping o----
original material, dark glasses, and sporadic 
appearances as the unpredictable Libyan Hit 
Squad." (State Street Church, 5:00 and ·· 
8:30, Porteous' window, 7:30.) 
-The Heaven Knows, Anything Goes 
Beauty Contest, in which · '\:ontestants 
representing every gender must survive the 
swimsuit and talent events to qualify for the 
evening gown competition." Should b-e 
good! (Chestnut St. Church, 10:30.) 
In additon to these and other perform-
ances, there will be free admission to the 
Portland Museum of Art for the evening·. 
All performances will be seated on a first-
come first-served basis. Special free shut-
tle busses will circulate between perfor-
mance locations. Most (not all!) sites are 
wheelchair accessible. No alcoholic 
beverages will be served or allowed at any 
New Year's/Portland events. 
Tickets (actually buttons) can be pur-
chased at any event or in advance at Deer-
ing Ice Shops, Portland Wine and Cheese, 
~-Press Copy. 
An exciting new gallery 
featuring the blown glass 
of contempory 
New England artists. 
The Stein Gl~ss Gall~ry 
Corner Milk & Market.'Sts. 
Portland I 772-9012 
!').,-< /'./,. :( ;1 ~\~1·,,,•. i 
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AIDS-Line 
775-1267 . 
M, W, F, 7 pm to 10 pm 
collect calls accepted 
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight 
Coalition · 
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME 
04401. 
989-3306 
Bangor INTERWEAVE 
P.O. Box 8008 
Bangor, ME 04401 
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance 
Box 569 
Bates College 
· Lewiston, ME 04240 
Bowdoin Gay /Straight Alliance 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick 04011 
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC) . 
c/o 87 Sunset Strip 
Brewer, Me. 04412 
Central Maine Health Foundation 
P.O. Box 3113 
Lewiston, Me. 04240 
Chiltern Mountain Club 
P.O. Box 407 
Boston, Mass. 02117 
Free To Be 
. 11 King St. 
Augusta, ME 04330 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
c/o State St. Church 
159 State St. 
Portland 04101 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays 
Box 1556, Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada 
Free To Be Group 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
P.O. Box 215 
Augusta, Me. 04330 
Friends and Parents of Gays 
729-9843 (Brunswick) 
623-2349 (Augusta) 
Gay Health Action Committee 
P.O. Box 10723 
Portland 04104 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress St. 
Portland 04101 
GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton) 
C.P. 7102 
Riverview, N.B., Ca~ada 
Gay Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 
Portland 
Gay People's Alliance 
92 Bedford St. 
Portland 04102 
780-4085 
Greater Bangor NOW 
P.O. Box 8026 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Greater Portland N.O.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Po~land 04101 
Harbor Masters Inc. 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Me. 04101 
LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization • 
Saint John) 
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John 
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9 
Lesbian/Gay Committee 
Me. Chapter Nat'!. Assoc. of Social 
Workers 
P.O. Box 5112, Station A 
Portland, Me. 04101 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5245, 
Station A 
Portland, Me, 04102 
, Maine Health Foundation, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland 04112 
.Maine Lesbian Feminists 
P.O. Box 125 
Belfast 04915 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 108 
Yarmouth, ME. 04096 
Northern Lambd11 Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Me. '04736 
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
Seacoast Gay Men 
P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance 
(G.A.S.P.) 
UMF 
Farmington, Me. 04938 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
94 Bedford St. 
Portland 04103 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono ~9 
,SUNDAYS TUESDAYS . Meetings Womyn Who Write - second and fourth 
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women 's Forum 
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 780-4083 . Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tues-
of the month - business meeting, 1:00 day of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring 
pm, followed by a potluck. St., Portland, 7:30 pm. · 
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for Al h 1. A G · d. · . . , co o 1cs nonymous - ays 1n 1scuss1on, support , and plannmg - every S b · t T d 7·30 
·s d 8.30 . . one y - every ues ay, . pm, un ay , . p.m. m H1rasawa Lounge, First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
_Chas~ Hall , Bates College, Lewiston . Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance · 
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays -
month. Meetings rotated throughout state. second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, 
See Calendar listing for location and time. Brunswick, call 729-9843. 
Maine Connection AA Roundup, second 
Sunday of every month, 2:00 pm, 125 
Vaughan St. , Portland. 
MONDAYS 
Feminist Spiritual Community - every 
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church, 
Portland. 
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9 
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays) . 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State 
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement), 
call Mark 207-646-2748 
The Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group 
meets Monday evenings at 7:00 at the USM 
Student Union, 92 Bedford St. , Portland. 
For. further information call 780-4085 or 
772-4741. 
- .. 
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight Coalition 
(BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer 
at 7:30 pm. 
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday , 
7 :30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St. , 
P9rtland. 
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues-
day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St., 
Portland. New members are welcome. 
WEDNESDAYS 
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) -
second Wednesday of the month -
Fredericton, N.B., Canada 
AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday, 
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Feminist Health 
Center) , Portsmouth, N.H. , 603-436-7588, 
207-363-7648 . 
THURSDAYS 
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8 
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St. , 
Bangor. 
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening,· 
6:00-9:00 p.m. , Sutton Lounge, Memo-
rial Union, UMO. · 
Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous -
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm, 
First Parish· Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St. 
(second floor), Lewiston. 
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets 
every other Thursday at- 7:00 p.m. Our 
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland; 773-5540. See 
monthly calendar for dates . 
Greater Bangor NOW - Ia-st- T=·-~hu=r-s~d-ay_ o_f 
·the month, Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call 
. 989-330.6 for info. 
UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance 
(G .A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30, 
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of 
ME. , Farmington 
FRIDAYS 
'"Free To Bee" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholic& 
Anonymous -every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30, 
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St. , 
Augusta. 
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7 
pm, 92 Bedford-8~., Pel"t}and epen-
meetings. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday 
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open 
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805 
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H . . 
SATURDAYS 
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third 
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, star-
ting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday , 9 pm 
to 1 .'1m. Unitari~n Church, 126 Union St. 
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics 
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm, 
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake) 
Lewiston. ' · · 
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third 
~aturdays, potluck suppers , meeting , star-
tmg at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday 9 pm 
to 1 am. Unitarian Church, 126 Union St. 
Thursday, Jan. 2 Calendar Saturday, Jan. 25 Women 's Dance, 54 Cumberland St. , 
Brunswick, 8:30 to 12 p.m. Donations to 
benefit Maine Lesbian/Gay Political 
Alliance. 
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group, Our 
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 7:00. 
Saturday, January 4 
Ski- Explore Sebago Lake State 'Park 
with Chiltern Mountain Club. Flat, easy 
skiing in the park off Rt. 302 in Casco. 
Meet at par-k headquarters at 11 :00 am, 
lunch on the trail, finish the day around 
3:00 pm. For more info contact Laura M. 
Smith, 797-2350 or Michael Rossetti (617) 
522-9194. , 
Sunday, Jan. 5 
Gay /LJsbian Spiritual Community, 125 
: Vaughan St. , Portland, 7 pm. 
Wednesday, Jan. 8 
Midcoast AIDS Support Group, at New 
Leaf Books, 438 Main St,, Rockland, 7 pm, 
call 596-0040 for infollTlation, snow date is 
January 15 . 
Friday, January 10 
Movie Night at GLA. Call 780-4085 for 
more information. 7 pm, GLA, 92 Bed-
ford St., Portland. 
Sunday, January 12 
Cross Country Ski at Snow Bowl' in 
Camden with Chiltern Mountain Club. 
20 miles of undomesticated woodland 
skiing. Some experience required. Meet 
at Snow Bowl Lodge on Hosner St. at 
I 0:00 am. For more info contact Laura 
Smith at 797-2350 or Michael Rossetti (617) 
522-9194. 
Thursday, Jan. 16 
Kristen Kreamer speaking on infection 
control precautions for people with AIDS , 
their families, and friends -AIDS Discus-
sion Group, at Our Books , 4 Pine St., 
Portland , 7:00. All welcome. 
Friday, January 17 
Jim O'Brien, area lawyer, will discuss 
the legal needs of gay men and lesbians. 7 
pm, GLA, 92 Bedford St. , Portland. 
Sunday, Jan. 18 
MLGPA annual meeting, Univ. of Maine 
at Augusta, Jewett Hall, 10 to 5, dinner at 
6 at Holiday Inn. 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 
Our Paper Inc . annual meeting, at Our 
Books , 4 Pine St., Portland, 7:30. All 
welcome. Refreshments. 
Thursday, Jan. 30 
Frank Brooks will moderate a discussion 
on "Beginning a new relationship in the age 
of AIDS", AIDS discussion group, at Our 
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 7:00. 
Friday, January 31 
Friday, January 24 
Terry Wright speaks on nutritional 
therapy to combat AIDS . 7 pm, GLA, 92 
Bedford St. , Portland, Me. Gay I Lesbian Alliance Pot Luck Sup-
per, for time and location call the G LA at 
780-4085. 
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The Miller Inn & Bakery 
Main Street 
Bethel, Maine 
" The sweeter the eats 
the better they be" . 
Sheila & Ka ren Miller 
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